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THE ONLY WAY NOW

PEACE COMMISSION RUNS

NUMHEH

228

PREFERRED ELECTROCUTION

AGAINST S0ME1M0RE SNAGS

TO DEATH IN METAL PITS

Japan Insists on Fortifying Sakhalin but Russia

Sitting On Arm of Crane Over Seething Metal Pits
Nels Anderson Lost His

Interpret

Refuses to

Way!

That

Balance

FORTIFICATION OF STRAITS MATTER OF DISPUTE

BUT GRASPED

Russia Contends Must Not Be Like Gibralter Open In Name
But Closed When England Desires
It To Be

Houses of New YorK's Rich Families Are Being Robbed
At Rate Which Spreads Consternation In
Gilded Ranks

ARMISTICE NOT YET AGREED ON IN ALL OF ITS DETAILS

SOMETIMES WAGONS ARE USED TO TAKE AWAY PLUNDER

Portsmouth, X. II.. Sept. 2. It 13 so specified. The Japanese say that to
expected that the text of the peace leave this question open would be
treaty between Russia and Japan will equivalent tp tacit understanding that
"
be completed today. One or two arti- Russia is to retain her "sphere
In Manchuria. This would recles remain to he drafted. Two
trom the stale department vive the very situation which existed
are already here to begin engrossing, before the war. The control of Manand the indications are that the cer- churia might become again the bone
emony of signing the t;eaty can take of contention, leading eventuully to
place Tuesday at the latent, possibly another war.
Monday.
PRESIDENT WILL ENTERTAIN
Long Night Conferences,
ENVOYS AT SAGAMORE HILL
There was a series of conferences
Oyster Hay, N. Y., Sept. 2 Arrange- last night which continued until almost midnight, relating to the differ- ments have been shaped In a tentative
ences over the article about the sub- - way for the return of President Roose- divlsion of the Island of Sakhalin. Thejvelt to Washington. Such business as
envoys at first were Inclined to beoli-'i- s
not of a pressing nature will be
durate but an arrangement mutually postponed until the president can take
satisfactory was provisionally agreed it up directly with the cabinet offlc-to- .
and it is expected to he finally eis at the White House. At present It
signed by the chief plenipotentiaries is the president's intention to leave
Oyster Bay for Washington on Septem
dm ing the day.
ber 3U.
ARRANGING FOR TROOPS
In the meantime at Sagamore Hill
TO EVACUATE. he will receive and entertain the RusPortsmouth, N. H.. Sept. 2. The sian and Japanese plenipotentiaries.
article relating to the Island of Sak- It is expected they will lie the guests
halin will he in accordance with the of President and Mrs. Roosevelt at
original agreement as given in the As luncheon, the Russians being enter- sociated Press dispatches of Tuesday tained one day and the Japanese an
night, namely, mutual obligation not!0ttier,
tO fOrtity Sakhalin and an Obligation
Th nrpslilcnt will make nr formal
of Japan not to fortify La PerouseJ expression concerning the conclusion
straits.
Df peace untli the treaty shall have
1 he other question which remains to
bee nsigned.
he solved la involved in the details
J
of the evacuation of Manchuria. All
General King In Denver
troops are to be Immediately withDenver, olo., Sept. 2. General J. R.
drawn, the Japanese to Mukden and King,
commander in chief of the G.
the Russians to Harbin. The details A.
R, arrived here this morning and
have opened
of the subsequent withdrawal
official headquarters for the
not been arranged.
thirty-nintannual encampment to be
held here next week
SOLDIERS IN MANCHURIA
The party received an ovation on
GRATEFUL TO MR. WITTE.
news of alighting from the train, and were es- Gunshu Pass, Sept. The
contained la H Wi't'-'tMfv
sage to Emperor Nicholas was com- local veterans, beaded by Gen. George
municated to the troops today. It W. Cook and band.
They proposed to visit Cheyenne toproduced a good impression. Positive
of soon returning home, there wns day.
awakened a sincere feeling of gratiLAND DISCOVERED
tude towards M. Wltte.
inf.u-ence-
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IN ARCTIC REGIONS
Stockholm, Sept. 2. A letter from
Reikiavik. Iceland, written by a member of the Duke of Orleans' Greenland party, says that the expedition
has discovered a new unknown land,
which they named Terre de France,
and they also discovered that Cape
Bismarck is part of a large Island, and
is not the mainland, as hitherto as- sumed

j

j
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CHOLERA IN GERMANY

SHOWING LARGE RESULTS.
Berlin, Sept. 2. The Reichs An- zeiger officially announces this afternoon that 43 cases of cholera and 17
deaths occurred in Germany up to
noon today.

London, Sep:. 2 Marshall Held,
the wrali: v C.l a); merchant, has
been granted a special license to marry Mrs. Delia Spencer Caton, of Chicago. The wedding will take place tiext
Tuesday.
Marshall Field, whose wealth is var
t

York,

1

American Soldiers In Toronto,
Toronto, Out., Sept.' 2 The Seventy-fourth
regiment of New York National Guards arrived here from Buffalo, N. Y., this morning, accompanied by a band of s'xty pieces. The
visiting soldiers. Who carried their
aims and completo marching outlit.
were received by an enormous crowd
which cheered them when they shep-pefrom the train. The officers of
the Queen's Own regiment were stationed at the station and gave the
American officers a heaity welcome.
The visiting soldiers marched, with
tin- band playing martial airs, to their
camping g. ound, and all along the
line of march they were cheered by
the crowds. In the altetiioon they
w re presented to Lord Giey,
d
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CONDUCT OF THE
AGED

GENERAL SICKLES

Sept. 2. It is not surprising and wl.l scarcely cause any
comment if some soft hearted or soft
brained woman goes Into hysterics over tiie death of her pet dog or cat and
gives i'eivelf up to the most extravagant g: i f over ills ileuiise. but the
of a veteran soldier, who
fought witli distill! thin in the civil
war, doing the same thing, is rather
strange. Winn Bo Bo, the pet Blenheim spaniel of General Daniel K.
Sickles died the other day. General

Sickles was heart broken. lie became
quite hysterical over his bereavement
and showed more iirief over the death
of his pet dog than most people would
over the death of a dear friend or a
member of their family. He had the
dog p'aeed in a magnificent coffin In
which the animal lay in state in the
patlor of the Sickles residence. The
dog was finally buried in the Sickles
faml.y lot in Beach vood cvmeft ry.
New RocUelle, ami the gem ral shed
copious tears over the grave of his

A

FRANCE GIVES ULTIMATUM

DOCTOR DIES ON
TRAIN AT DEMING

New

York.

pet.

Carnival night of the Territorial
fair will occur on Saturday and it will
be a fit ending of a glorious week of
sport and amusement. The carnival
spirit will reign supreme, and those
who have taken part In the carnival
nights of past territorial fairs know
well what that means and anticipate
it. It will he a night for the masher's
and those who like confetti. O. A.
Matson has charge of the confetti department of the fair and 20,000 bags
of the fun making stuff has been ordered. That will be sufficient to give
everybody a taste, and cover Railroad
avenue and ail the houses In the city.
The bureau of Information of the
Territorial fair, presided over by
Albright and Willie McMlllln,
wil. have a uiroctory for Grangers In
the city. A register will be kept at
the bureau headquarters in one of the
lodge buildings In front of the Alvar- ado and people from out of the city
may Hena ineir addresses mere so
that their friends may be able to find
them.

4
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Special tu Tbe Citizen.
Deming, N. M., Sept. 2. Dr. El- lerbrock died on the Santa Fe
train while entering t,ie yards
I. ere
at 'a o'clock lat night.
He had hten practicing his pro- fes.-io-n
lure for several months
pas;, coming from Baltimore. Mi!.,
lor the bent tit of his health. His
death evidently was from dropsy
lung trouble.
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TO TIIE SULTAN OF MOROCCO
Paris. Sept. 2 'l i e government has
i the Saltan of Morocco!
addressed
per. mp'ory note amounting
to nn iM inai im. T!..s note says that
' le snip! soued Algerian
lie' 1. :i i. d sufficient and
citiz't: I'ni'iiu.
:n uddition:
it
hi in'.
-'
1: llll'll).
I'
ICI !l l II
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DISEASE'S SUFFERINGS
A middle aged man, registering as
Andrew Burg, Galesburg, 111., died
suddenly at the Grand Central hotel
between G and 7 o'clock last evening,
while alone In his room. The emaciated condition of the body, which
lies at A. Borders' undertaking parlors, tells the story of disease.
Andrew Burg came to Albuquerque
last Sunday. His condition was deplorable, and he was advised to go
to the sanitarium, which he had planned to do this morning.
He had the appearance of a coal
miner.
Telegrams have been sent to the
city officials of Galesburg with the
hope of locating some of the dead
nian's
relatives.
,

El-wi-

MILLIONAIRE DIES IN
TEXAS VERY SUDDENLY.
Wellington, Kan., Sept. 2. A private message received here, tells of
the death at Plalnvlew, Texas, of John
T. Stewart, a millionaire, who was
found dead In his bed at the hotel.
UNSPEAKABLE TURK WON'T
ACCEPT MACEDONIAN PLAN.
Constantinople,
ept. Z. The Porte
has replied to the note of the six embassies, declining to accept the plan
proposed by them for the financial
control of Macedonia. The powers
will Insist on his acceptance of the
scheme.
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ELECTRIC RAIN STORM
. DOES

j

MUCH

DAMAGE

St, Louis, Sept. 2 A heavy rain and
electric storm here today caused much
damage. Four new flat buildings wer
demolished, and a number of houses
were unroofed and much other damage done.
MORE DISTURBANCES IN
THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE.
Tiflis, Russia, Sept. 2 It Is reported that the town of Shusha Is la
flames, and the people have fled to

the mountains. Troops are being sent
to the scene.
At Muchranl, In the
Dusho district, the property of Prince
by
Muchranski has been destroyed
dynamite. Prince Erstoff has been
murdered near Gorl.

8t. Louis Wool.
St. LouIb, Mo., Sept. 2. The wool
market Is steady. Territory and western mediums, 2630c; fine medium,
22S26c.

MAN OF MANY WIVES AND

ALL KINDS OF RELIGION
New York, Sept. 2. Polygamy of
the most vlnilent type seems to be epidemic Just at present. The case of
I loch Is still
fresh
the
In everybody's memory and already
there Is another case to be recorded.
The New 'York authorities are diligently searching for a Dr. George
Witzhoff, a dentist, who Is said to

have fifty or more wives In different
narts of the country. It seems that
the wily doctor was a professional fortune hunter and considered marriage
a mere formality to enable htm to get
possession of the money of his victims. To gain his end he posed as
Roman Catholic, a Jew, a Protestant
or a Christian Scientist, Just as the
exigencies In each case demanded.

DENIES WRIT OF

NOTHING

much-marle-

HABEAS CORPUS

DOING
BEFORE TUESDAY

JUDGE ABBOTT REFUSES TO RE- NEWLY APPOINTED BERNALILLO
LEASE E. R. ROWAN, CHARGED
COUNTY OFFICIALS WILL PROBWITH ALTERING SANTA
FE
ABLY SUBMIT BONDS FOR APPASS.
PROVAL AT THAT TIME.
This afternoon before Judge Abbott
at the court hoifte arguments were
There were no new developments
heard by the court on a writ of habeas today In the removal of tha Bernalillo
corpus brought by Attorney W. C. count officials.
District Attorney
Heacock, counsel for K. R. Rowan, for- Frank W. C.aucy ;id not return from
mer Santa Fe operator at Isleta, who Santa Fe last night as was expected
ago, charged and the new officers are acting upon
was arrested a week
Willi altering a Santa Fe pass and who tiie instructions of the district attorwas given a preliminary hearing and ney. Mr. Clancy is expected home tobound over to the district court in the night, but will be compelled to go to
sum of li'io bonds. Attorney E. W. I. os I. tinas tomorrow night and will
.Dohson appeared for the railroad com- not return before Tuesdav.
It is expected that by Tuesday the
pany.
After hearing the arguments on te w officers will have secured their
both sides and considering them, the bonds and then they will be presented
court decided that the evidence intro- to the court and county commissionduced at the preliminary bearing and ers for approval. It Is alleged that
the complaint drawn at the time of one of the new officials has so far
the defendant's arrest were sufficient beiii unsuccessful In securing a bond
to hold him. The court also refused and that it might lie possible that he
to r. .luce the bun. I nnd Row an was would fail to secure one.
ordered I e commit led.
YELLOW FEVER SHOWS
PRISONERS ESCAPE FROM
BUT SLIGHT CHANGES
AN INDIANA JAIL
Kushville, Ind., Sept. 2. Oliver (.
Th.r -- Public aft uv.
New Orleans. Sept. 2. New cases
Jones, former cashier of the defunct
If all il. ,e deiur.r.ils are mu
o:
and ('. S. Bowman, at noun since f, p. ni., Friday, ten.
wo.ho'it de av. the n.ini.-te- r
will In- bank
Total cases to date, l.t'ii:!.
to leave Fez. j n ;aratorv to chaivel with embezzlement growing
i.i b 'e
out f the failure of the canning plant ' Deaths, three.
s.
the adept i"tl i f coercive mea-ur- i
Total deaths, 2S4.
at Cartilage, and an Italian, charged
New cases are continued to ba re-- 1
with burglary, broke Jail hero today
New Ycrk Money Market.
by sawing the bars of tiie window of ported from outlying
districts, but
Monev on call, the second floor.
New York, Sept.
It Is believed they jinany of them are of a doubtful
nominal no loans.
teceived help from the outside.
morn-itilenii-

g

inter.-iierse-

WOMANISH

DEATH RELIEVES

I

iously estimated at between $100,000,-uoand $150,000,000, was seventy
years old August 18.
Mrs. Caton, who Is reputed to he
worth between $1,000,000 and $2,000,-"oo- ,
is forty years old. She Is the
Aidow of Arthur Caton, who died last
w inter.

Sept. 2. The second,
series of swimming races in the contest under the auspices of the New
York Athletic club for tue anjateur
athletic union swimming champion-ship, for l'."i5. Is coming off at Tra-- '
ver's Island today. The attendance
this morning was very large and the
conditions favorable. The progiam
for
for today includes the contests
championttie diving and the
ship, also several novice and handicap events at 1"0 yards. Among t ie
contes'ants for the diving championship are Dr. (Seorpo H. Sheldon, of
the Missouri Athletic dub: D. T. Hammond, of Chicago; Hector Demers.the
Canadian champion and Fred A.
Wenck, Walter I.ee and Philip Kearney, of the New Yo.k Athletic club.

di Carda New Mexico Department Will
Contribute Largely to
Gathers Crowds
National Encampment.
From All

PARTS OF THE CIVILIZED

CARNIVAL NIGHT WILL

$100,,-00-

BE SATURDAY NIGHT

Lago

on

robbery and an arrest In the aristocratic district of a west end avenue,
following the discovery of the
0
burglary In the house of Aymer,
caused a considerable stir last night

OFF FOR DENVER

Desenz.ano, Italy, Sept. 2. No more
From every part 'of the Union vetTomorrow morning at the Elks' op- .m hmiat tliA mem berst nf he viiri- - beautiful setting for the great Inter- - ans of the Civil war are speeding
ous labunions of the city will as- - j national motor boat races could toward Denver. The national en
bLinble with their families for public
worship I Rev. Hugh A. Cooper will he found In the world than that of- campment opens on Monday, and
fered by Lago dl Gard. the finest
are to the effect that the Queen
occupy he pulpit. and will preach a; gem
anions the Italian iWi-n- , and its Cily ol the
sermon specially prepared for the day.
tMi, has
taken great
picturesque and beautiful surroundDuring the past five years the clergy-- ings.
give
pains
"vets"
to
a deserved
the
The Garda lake is famous all
men of the various cities have affiliat- reception.
beauty,
world
over
its
the
for
and
ed themselves with labor unions for every year
A large number of New Mexico G.
thousands of tourists f:om
purpose of assisting in promoting the
come to Its A. It. attended the encampment at
object of the unions which aim to pro- - all partsto of the world
feast their eyes on the mag- San Francisco two years ago, and a
mote the physical and morai well be- shores scenery
nificent
and revel In the beau- lew of the more able traveled to Bosing of their members.
ties of the surrounding landscape. The ton last yeaf, but because of the conThe Presbyterian church has been climate is exquisite, offering the ad- venient location of Denver to the terquite active In this direction. In Chi- - vantages of a southern resort with- ritory, the crowd this year to attend
cago are the headquarters of a com- out the annoying heat which often the encampment will exceed by twomittee whose whole time is devoted to makes a stay at southern resoits fold more than that of any previous
work along moral and spiritual lines! rather unpleasant for persons coming encampment, and already they are goamong the members of labor unions. ' from northern latitudes.
ing.
The northbound trains of the
During the recent labor troubles in
It was a happy idea to hold the In- past few days have carried many of
Chicago a minister was sent who ternational motor boat races, which them. The blue coat, Sheridan hat
spent his whole time visiting miners: began today, on the shores of .this and gold tassle, and the revered red,
at different points and rendering beautiful lake. The event, which Is white and blue, and cross arms of the
them such aid In the line of his call- one of the greatest sporting events of G. A. H. balge have become familiar,
ing as he could. In Chicago the min-- this kind in the world, has drawn so frequently are they seen. All are
isters select one of their number as laigo crowds of visitors from all parts gray with the weight of years, and
delegate to the central labor union of the world. Every country of Eu- many of them are probably going to
and he attends ail the meetings and rope is well represented, and the I)envr to attend their last rally on
stands ready to serve the men pro- - j number of Americans, always quite earth.
fesslonally .when they need his help. large In all Italian and Swiss resorts,
Department Commander Jacob Welt-meThe same arrangement has been made is particularly large on this occasion,
of the New Mexico G. A. K says
in other cities, notably In Portland owing to the lovu of all kinds of that fifteen will go from Santa Fe and
and Seattle. The ministers of San 61ortB which is chaiacterlBtlc
of he has heard that Raton will contribDiego have been assigned a place In Americans. The hotels in Desenzano, ute eleven, besides many who will
the labor parade and will march with Peschlere, Riva, Mori, and the numer- take advantage of the cheap rates to
ous other towns and villages scat- visit tiie Colorado capital. The Albutheir fellow laborers next Monday.
The committee In charge of the La- tered along the shores of Lago dl querque delegation, numbering probbor day exercises In this city decided Garda are taxed to their utmost ca- ably a dozen old soldiers and as many
to introduce a novelty by accepting pacity, and many visitors have been of tiie w. U. C. will h ave ior tie en-- j
the invitation of the Presbyterian compelled to seek quarters In some campment tonight and tomorrow morn- ing, together with a large number of
church to meet at the opera house at of the more distant villages.
Desenzano is happily situated at the visitors.
il a. in. tomorrow for worship. The
On this morning's train were W. A.
plan has been approved by the mem- southern end of the lake, where the
Cozine.
of Socorro; L. A. Carr, of
bers of the various labor unions of the giound is flat. Beyond the mirror-likcity ami as much Interest Is manifest- expanse of the lake rise the hills San Martial; W. M. Borradnlle and
gradually until they merge into the Patrick McLaughlin, of V.agdalena.
ed a large crowd Is expected.
A special musical piogram has been majestic lines or the Khastlan Alps. Also a delegation of W. It. C. of CaliThe town has excellent harbor facili- fornia, including Mrs. M.ry Gray
ananged which is given below:
:
ss correties, and for that reason has been Wright, past national
Organ Prelude Dro from Hymn of
.
Mendelssohn selected as the starting poir.1. of tho spondent of the corps. ' her ladl. s
Praise
G. Hart well,
in ,h party were Mrs.
Lloyd races.
SoloThe Way of Peace,"
The races proper will not begin un- past vice president of
department
Mrs. F. B. Schwentker
the flwt of California, and S A. Rickey, and
Fa tire til next Thursday, when
Solo "The Palms."
race for the "Benaco" prize, open to Mrs. K. C. Wiitson. .Mrs. Butler and
Mr !. C. 'I d1or
f
all nations will be held. Today the Mrs. Bustrldgi
the local corps,
Postlude "Marciu- - Pontificate ....
Gounod contesting boats ente ed for tin- - vari- were at the M r n to entertain the
stay of
The luu.-i-c wi.l he un ler the charge ous events, are parj'b d up and down Califoriiiaiis ilu.ing their
if Mr. F. I!. Se.iwetitksr. oiginist and the harbor and are open to lnspec- - thiny minutes In the city.
lion by the officials Hill judges of theMembers of the Albuquerque corps
chorister.
rac es. In the afternoon there wi.s an' who will leave fur Denver In the
Piogram for Mtnday.
parade of boats, wiii-- h
aie Mrs. Whitson, Mrs. Bushridge
TliJ bauk.s and harber i'lops of the
land daughter, Mrs. Henry McCna,
iiy will observe l.aoor dr. bv closing f.,irted enormous crow is.
.
Beginning with tonmrrow and con-1- Mrs. M. J. Butler, Mrs. A. llarscli,
.id day, and aimott a'i the business
I.. .1. Rummell
houses will close dtu'in;' the after- tinuing until Wednesday aftitrnooii, Mrs. Rutherford. Mrs.
noon. Sunday hours v
lie observed the contesting motor boats will make and daughter, Mrs.- - Wright, and Mrs.
trial trips nnd will he put through .Sevan.
at the postoff ice.
The members of G. K. Warren post
At 'J .10 in the flowing the various their paces in the presence of compeW.
li'io- - iii.ii us .f the city w.li congre-g- tent judges, who will caiefully note No. f who anticipate going are:
near the L!ks opera house, and all special features of the boats and W McDonald. .1. G. Caldwell, 13. S.
win.iig run a procession, wi l march award prizes in accordance with their Stover, (). S. Pillshiir. James Smith.
east ou Gold avenue to Pi: tt street, merit. The minister of the navy will George H. Bendle, John Wylle,
Johnson, George H. Pradt, Danto Ita droad a ei.ne and attend these trials am! will personally
in n li n
wr .l on Kuilroad to the c ty park, conduct the awards. The races will iel Khlridge. Harry Turner. Robert
begin
on Thursday and continue until Regan and Rev. Thus. Harwood.
will
when' lie
I. gln.ellt
Rev. Harwood, who is chaplain of
.l
r ti ler a cmic 'it
with ap- Sunday. September 1". The prizes!,
vary
from h'") to
fiancs. Bo-- the local post, Is a candidate for chaD- propriate speeches by Geo. W. Klock
sides that, there an a number of
of the national
an Hon. Bernard S. Itodey.
Dining the af'ernoon there will be a valuable trophies to be raced for.
hall ga.: e at Traction park and a spe-i.i- l
matinee at the Casino.
-

WIDOW MARRY IN LONDON

Travers Island Swimming Races,

Opera Boats

BANKS AND BARBER SHOPS CLOSE

MARSHALL FIELD AND RICH

New

tlks'

House Sunday, Parade and
Speeches Monday

v.

ANOTHER SERIOUS TROUBLE
ARISES IN THE TREATY
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 2. The
Japanese desire that the wording of
the treaty shall describe the status of
I.a Peruuse straits as "open," but the
Russians want It distinctly specified
thaf no fortifications should be erected on the Japanese side, which could
support a war fleet or under whose
support a fleet could be placed. They
do not want the situation to be siml- Jar to that of Gibraltar, which al
though "open." could, if England desired, he instantly closed.
As to the evacuation of Manchuria,
the Japanese want method and time
In withdrawal, the troops to be particularized and the number of "railroad guard," which are to remain, al- -

At

GRAND ARMY MEN

RACES OF MOTOR

FOR LABOR DAY

Chicago, Sept. 2. Nels Anderson,
motor Inspector for the Illinois Steel
company, chose death by electrocution In preference to a more horrible
f:ite In one of the company's seething
metal pits at the South Chicago works.
Anderson was doing repair work on
the arm of a craue directly above one
of the hot metal pits. A slight movement of the arm caused him to lose
his balance. The only support In
reach was a wire which' connected
with the power.
Anderson caught the wire and was
almost Instantly killed, the body hanging over the wire until the current
could be cut off.

among the police.
The home of D. E. Seyinour-WHIard- .
a broker, was ransacked from top to
bottom. So large a quantity of goods
was taken that a wagon must hare
been used to cart It off.
Later a bicycle policeman arrested
a man who had been prowling through
Broker James A. Marshall's house. A
large quantity of valuables was found
on him. Mrs. William C. DeWltt, wife
of a Brooklyn attorney, reports her
RAIDING RICH RESIDENCES
trunk broken open at a summer hotel
FAD WITH HOUSE BREAKERS on Shelter Island, and her diamond
New York, Sept. 2. Another big rings, valued at $3,000, stolen.

-4Mb

INTERNATIONAL

EN PREPARE

ft

LIVE WIRE AND INSTANTLY DIED

1

grant-atioth-

;

KVKNINO CITIZEN

AmUQURHQIJK

PAGE TWO

was In the net of drawing fn my
THIRD STRUT
gloves IIk old pain seized me. Hastily
unatrliiiiK the liotilo ailil spoon from
AMONG THE MAGAZINES
y were, I swallow-I'the closrt wln'i-and
dose,
started
the pp'xprilii'd
out soiiiOwhat rclii veil.
It was otic of the coldest nights of
Alt kinds of f re h s in d salt
an unusually mid winter. I remember
Holland's for September.
"Saussge Factory.
MTiTtsT'Ste-i1
ronpratiilatini; myself that the house
K
The Septtiuhcr number of Holland's
where I was toltiR was not far distant, Magazine, published In Hnllas,
Texas,
-? --f1 f f
f ! anil as I reached the door Miss Koss
made iis appearance, and is even
was Just aliulitinis from her carriage. an Improvement on the August
numWhen I descended from the dressberwhich is saving a good deal.
Now York, Sept. 2. There are err- - ing loom I sntii;ht tn vain for her The cover design Is a simple but
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R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY
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N. M. Otilce, Flrsv .National Bank building.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
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Office
N. M.
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John H. Stlngle.

Suite 18, N. T.
Albuquerque, N. M
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EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

ARCHITECTS.
Spencer and V. O. Walling-rordF.
rooms
Harnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Hoth 'phone.
VS.

OFFICER3 AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER,

wm. Mcintosh

BUILDER.

&

SOLOMON I UNA
V. P. and Cashier;

A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND iJUlLDER Estimates cheerfully furnlBhed; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone 7"J4 ; Shot) til
North Second street. Albuquerque, N. M.

DEPOSITORY

PHYSICIANS.

THE

CLAIRVOYANT.

OF

voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 2 daily. Evenlnga and Sundays by
appointment.

FE RAILWAY

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

Paid-u-

p

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.08

M.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Comrany.

NATIONAL

BANK

LHUQUEKQUE

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

. $100,000

$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our hank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping arid Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

ing,
DAY AND

STATE

clair-

Hay-war-

nv. fc,,
c zoom.......
vnwmncLU

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott. M. R. C. V. S.
surgeon and dentist
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and dogs treated by
tiie latest, up to fluto. approved,
methods. Office ;it Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone, 3; auto., 122.

-

.

BANK

hltlna Blivk.

Asst. Cashier- '
npnonc
munT

I

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic Physician.

Mrs. Alice Coburn

A. M. RLAT.KWFI

FIRST
NATIONAL

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
dlsea.ses
successfully
building.
Oflllce
tiertfed.
Harnett
Hours, 9 to 2 and
to 4. 'Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.

17.

Prlrlnf.

W. J. Johnson,

solomon luna

J. C. BALDRIDGE

Room

AND

,

CONTRACTOR

O. N. MARRON,

J.

President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

B.

SESSION.
call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Oleckler Block, Cor. Fourth street
and Oold avenue.

D. A.

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

RQY McDONALD,

EVENING

For particulars

ROSA FUTRELLE

The Standard
PLUMBING AND

GIDEON,

Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building, Albuquerque, after September 24.

HEATING CO.

& GO.
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SURPLUS

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

N,

W., WnshlnRton, o. i. Pensions, lands,
patents, oopyrlKhts, ravlats, letter pat
ents, trade marks, claims.

'
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AND
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PIONEER BAKERY

CAPITA

i'rompt attention given to all
pertHlnlnn to the prorecslon.
tiuhlnesa
Will practice in ail courts of the tern
tory and before the United States land
M.

ft'.

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208(4
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time a few good
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms,
AT
PRICES.
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per week. This Is a good Investment
and will double in price In a short
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but very few to rent It
will pay you to list your property
with us. All business entrusted with
us will receive prompt attention.

I. H. COX, Manager.
Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Iron

BED-ROC-

AUTO.

'PHONE, 671.

C "OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
and strictly private.
Time:
month to one year given. Goods reyour
possession. Our rates
main In
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

1878

RUTN EY

L.

on

WHOLESALE
Flour,

Grain

GROCER

and

Provisions.

the Largest and Most Extensive Stock ot

Carrie

Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons
KA1LR0AD AVENUE.

4LBUQUERQUE.

N-

-

Al-

XrXZXXTXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXTTTXXXXXrXXXXXZXXa

STAGE LINE

SPRINGS

COL0..2C.

xxxxxxxxxxzxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxAxxxxxxiA

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

JEMEZ tiOT

'

412 W. Railroad Ave.

Carries the United States mall; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
good rips, horses and drivers; leaves
Albhiuerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Alliiiquerqup,
or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, perea, New Mexico.

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which JustiOur price will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition.

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points go to Paulsen's
Association
Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
RAILROAD

T
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AUTOMATIC PIIONK 711

Turkish Nongate Is fine after a
dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs.
confectionery store and Ice
cream parlor.
s
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TRY OUR
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UNION

MARKET

207 West Gold Aveune
BOTH

PHONtB
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Michael's
SANTA FE, N.

Fresh Meats and Sausages :

i

8
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TOHs

Lots in the Eastern

Choice Residence

150

ssa
ETVi?.ae.

ll'wg;ny,xj.i!i'aiar

Highlands

Addition

200 PER LOT

$150,

On the Installment Plan

- $1 PER WEEK

DO; OTtf

OmLY

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
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rrice is rorgotten

D. K. B.

Sellers, Mgr.

.jjf1

frV-fffifc,

Hib-ban-

With the object of getting a
article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range Is either
e
to the housea pleasure or an
wife. Buy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."

y

eye-sor-

Hi'szaaa
rfTTTfafcn

-sa
-R-

Co.)

j

''""

does

Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phone 292.

the
Bfeakfast-Be- il

OF RAILWAY

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 2P

I'll

A, BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Elm bat mer

Light, whole
some Biscuit s
made with

COMMERCIAL

OL.UB BUILDING.

City Undertake,

.

ERK
UNDERWOOD

BIG PLANT IN CABALLO

MEN.

Colo. Phone 93

.

Bell 'Phone- No. 115

youz
liousehold

1

coming conventions

Icq Company

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

mean in

-"-

'

than the increased railway traffic. All
the railroads operating eastward from

&

-

l-

I

'

WITH OUR

Is what we are doing with every
one who teste Ite delicloue flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can compare with
this refreshing drink on a warm
day.. It Is not only pleasant to
taste, but Is invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartet; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.

'

1110

'
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-

11

ar

Mfcis

Pilsner Beer

"

1

r

Making; a Hit

l.
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A. S. Hrown has been transferred
passenger traffic which Is expected to
agent at Dillon, to the operating
open todav ou account of the
national as
.
.
...,.1.
l
encampment or tne tiiand Army or ".1...i'ul "
al "
agent at
as
n
.Mr.
lirown
succeeded
Republic
to
affiliated
orders,
and
ENORMOUS BUSINESS the
be held In Denver next week. All of Dillon.
" " "
..
,
the railroads have reduced the rates!
' aM,tm"B
V .?..,..
for the occasion and they expect a!4
J
" "l V":,eof business.
"B,," ' ,
..
Prosperity of Country Gives greatTherVh
... .
amount of business we do,
U"S uu"-- .
1"
cat,! a
nta Vo rotlrrB,t man vclr.
Wonderful Increase In
day, "is only limited by the equipment
Fireman A&hhaugh is laid up with
which we can furnish the people. a Kpramnd ankle, ineurreit yesterday
.hipping
Between (15 and 70 sleeping cars have;while SIP1)ping (,ff the sidewalk oil
been distributed over teiritory tribu- - south Second street
tary to Denver In anticipation of the
business.
Within the next
Mrs. D. .1. Lester and daughter.
r.DDtt FADVlVfA ACF VfDY I &RHF '"?avy
.
.
erhaps half a dozen special family of Conductor Lester, left last
trains will be' xx-run , to Denver from night for a visit to friends at Dodge
il,A
l:an.nn PUit ,.n
"'I.. T."AM
at....
'
of
world
in
nothing
is
the
HnJ'
Ihere
di
fairs that Is demonstrating more tc"Pn Alnot "nas been put on the spe- The Albunueroue veterans and oth- curately the general prosperity ofthe!e;s making the trip with them win cial police department of the Santa I e,
with headquarters In Albuquerque.
country than the vast volume of busi-- li'ave lor Denver tonight.

RAILROADS DOING

tuHssr

4 'ik a

Charles H. Stevenson, a ixvpiilar
Santa Ke conductor on the north end.
recently returned to his duties a'ter
a sojourn in the Jemez country. Mr.
Stevenson, while at the springs, took
the hot baths for the rheumatism, but
he reports that his joints still con- tain aches, and he may have to re- turn to the springs.

J. D. EMMONS
(Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Corner Coal and Second.

-uiur

Wil-kerso-

. a...

satis-factor-

M, W. Flournoy, Sec.
aus-aj"nu.i.A

V-Pr- es.

-f-

enter the employ of the Gila Valley,
He was
Olohe & Northern railway.
accompanied by his niece, Miss
while Mrs. dray will be the
guest of friends at Tucunicnrl, for a
couple of weeks.
General Superintendent I. I.,.
of the Santa Ke coast lines, visited the city yesterday on one of his
periodical trips of Inspection, and was
accompanied west last night by Superintendent K. J. Gibson, of the Alhu- querauo-Wlnslodivision. Mr. Hib-- ,
bard says tha.t the campaign of improvement Inaugurated by the Santa
Fe on the' coast lines is progressing
nicely.

BRDGE,DEACH&COS The Memory of Quality

"SUPERIOR"

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

W. H.

Du PRICE'S

MOUNTAIN DISTRICT
t,9
1 unun
n - Hiiiiie 111t , - iaLrn ui
Chicago and St. Louis report a record the conventions of railroad men which!
breaking incicase in the amount of will be held In the near future:
THE SOUTHWESTERN LEAD AND
freight being turned over to them by
September 12 Master Car and LoCONCOAL COMPANY
BEGINS
tne western roads having their ter- comotive Painters' association, at
STRUCTION OF NEW PLANT
minals In those cities, while the freight Cleveland, Ohio.
NEAR ENGLE.
being handled by them for the western
September
12 Roadmasters'
and
parts of the country is enormous. Maintenance of Way association, Ni- Max B. Fitch, manager for the
at these agara Falls, N. Y,
merchandise
Weslbonnd
Lead and Coal Compoints is moving in volumes fully 15to( September 12 Traveling Engineers' Southwestern
pany, Is In the city today on business,
18 per cent laiger than a year ago on association, at Detroit, Mich,
mornthe leading lines and from 10 to 12
October 17 American association llo arrived from Socorro this
per cent larger on the smaller roads. 0j General Passenger and Ticket ing, and expects to return south this
evening.
Soft coal, iron and steel shipments Agents at the City of Mexico
The Southwestern Lead and Coal
.are snowing a sieauy lucieuse, ouu
October 17 Association of Railway Company
Is developing some valuable
traffic officials declare that they will Superintendents of Bridges and Buildmining property in the Caballo Mounhave all their roiling stock in use for ings, at Pittsburg, Pa.
district, and is now engaged in
months to come.
November 13 Association of Main- tain
a,t erecting a concentrator and smelting
Official reports of the gross earn- tenance of Way Master Painters,
plant near the Hio Grande, fifteen
ings of the railroads since June
Cinrinnnrl fktiin
the close of the fiscal year, are so flatDecember 5 American Society of nli,os fron Engle, on the Rio Grande
w York division of the Santa Fe. Mr. Fitch PHELPS-DODGtering that they would appear Incredi- Monhnnt,!,! RnoinHfrs nt
ARRESTED ON CHARGE
PEOPLE
said this morning that all the con- ble were it not known that they are clv
OF STEALING CATTLE
GOING AFTER WATER
plant
tracts
let.
had
been
for the
absolutely trustworthy. These reports
Phelps-DodgFairbanks-Morsat
Anderson,
P.
It
will
got
W.
the
people
is
The
said that
the contract for
show a remarkable inciease over the.
Ruperto (lonzaies and his wife are
corresponding period of last year, and live stock agent of the Pecos Valley the crusher, mill and wllfley tables, once begin to sink a well at Jarilla, In jail at Las Vegas on a charge of
one
is
Fe,
lines
Santa
county,
railroad
of
to
f?o,
the
if neces- stealing caltle. Their camp near Ias
and will
Otero
and the other contracts were let
the western and southern roads are
doing relatively as large a business as of the best story tellers in the coun- - thevOeneral Electric Company and sary, two thousand feet In the endeav- Vegas was raided and cattle were
an
In
He
is
souththe
different companies which make a or to find artesian water.
j'ry.
the eastern and northern roads.
found there bearing different brands.
Executive officer's of the western west and in the live stock service of specialty of mining machinery,
It Is believed that these two belong to
;
some
pre-his
stories
Santa
of
Fe.
the
and
Double.
Bent Her
The plant being established will be
and southern roads are making
organized band of cattle rustlers.
an
weeks,
no
com-odoings
one
cowboys
four
when
for
are
f
"rich,
knew
and
"I
their
()f .a fifty-todictions that their lines will be
unit, with power for I wan : w'm typhoid fever and kid- Kncarnacion Outierres Is also In Jail
rare
Mr.
racy."
was
Anderson
and
e
pelled to reiuse freight tenders in tne
capacity. The near-iat- ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter, at the Meadow City, being held to
a'a ,,ant f
c
f.ie winter.! warm friend of Eli Titus, the general ,,st point on tne railroad to the
autumn a::-of PlttHburg, Pa., "and when I sot bet- answer to the grand Jury on the
live
auperintendent
j
:
y.I had one of the best docstock
.,!
of
now
the
Santa .rty of y,P Southwestern Lead and ter, although get,
f n se lines is
on
1 wu bent double, and charge of burglary, he having stolen)
,
tors I could
Fe,
whose
a
move-death
time
short
occurred
taking the :i.ll capacity, and the
C()a company is Cutter, a small
my hands on my knees a watch from one of the residences of
rent
had to
ago
City,
an
in
Kansas
at
locomoand
article
has only begun. New
ti(m f,if.nt nil,og south of EllKie and when I walked. From thla terrible af- that city.
by Elect rto blt
lives and freight cars have been or-- recently published in a Fort Worth the rompany now i,as telephone com- - fliction I wu rescued my
health and
tera. which restored
i""u
oered, out even wnn mis uiimuuuui
vai'ions with the railroad at this strength, and now I
inimical
n walk as
Pleasantly Effect!
lent eulogy on his worth as a man and point.
equipment there will be a strain.
They are simply wonever.
aa
HtralKht
Never In the way, no trouble to car
derful." Guaranteed to iure stomach,
The terminal properties in St. Louis official of the Santa Fe road. Mr. An-a- t
liver and kidney disorders; at all drugry, easy to take, plea-ai- .t
and never
present are hauling more treight uerson is also a friend of George L. WILL OPEN COURT AT
gists. Price 60c.
r
falling In refulta arc DeWitfs Little
cars in transfer than at this time a! Brooks, of this city, knowing the
being tleman personally when the latter was
Early Risers. These t.iaious little pills
ago, the daily average
LOS LUMAS ON MONDAY ISAAC TAYLOR COMMITS
Be-- , the live stock agent stationed
In this
i.tHMt cars more than last year.
are a certain guarantee against head-- ,
BY
SHOOTING
SUICIDE
ache, biliousness, torped liver and all
tween, 7.500 and S.hiiu freight cais are city.
SUNABBOTT
LEAVE
WILL
JUDGE
....... ......... f.
.1 ,lt,il..
Uv ttn terminal
of
the His resulting from constipation.
received
has
been
Iaac
that
Word
DAY
NIGHT
FOR
VALENCIA
They
tonic and' strengthen the liver.
properties.
The transfers from one north,
in
eastern
a
Taylor,
ranchman
the
COUNTY,
BY
DISACCOMPANIED
south and west are Judiciously
C uro Jaundice.
Sold by all druggists.
road to another of cars which are not placarded
county,
com
Miguel
had
part
Kan
of
TRICT ATTORNEY AND CLERK.
two big fairs which
received by the terminal properties will be heldforthisthemonth
in
shooting
by
hinise.f
suicide
mitted
at Albuquerque
are estimated to be more than 2.UUU
Judge Ira A. Abbott arrived In the the head. lie had been drinking KILLED THREE BEARS
Las Vegas. The Albuquerque
IN ONE MONTH
a day. No estimates are made ujion and
evening irom Ntma re, heavily for several days.
twenty-fivknown for the past
'aihe has
the receipt or delivery of erirs direct fair,
in
upon
been
where
attendance
years
as the New Mexico territorial
Kliiott Haiker, of Ileulah, San MiFiendish Suffering.
from the roads to industrial concerns liair, was represented
court session.
011 the road by the territorial supreme
often rauned by aorta, ulcers and
guel
county, lias killed bis third bear
or vice v rsa.
judge
will
The
night,
Sunday
leave
Knight.
II.
l,
He returned to the
Wm.
that eat away vour skin.
the past month. The last one
within
Attention is being called by the city Scott
saya:
accompanied
by
Mich
"1
have
F.
Vegas
District
Atiorney
Hock.
of
I.
nitiit.
as
Flat
fair
last
The
Young
was an Immense cinnamon.
railway officials to the big way
Uloera,
a
d
Salve
rturkli-for
Arnica
VV.
Clancy,
W.
Clerk
Iiame,
court
E.
ni
was
by
Jack Straussner,
reirisentd
Bores and Cancers, it la the best heal-Irii- ? Haiker is but sixteen years old. The
business the roads are doing. formerly
stenographers
others,
as
for
and
city, and he did his
dressing 1 ever fnvind." Soothes
were shot on the Pecos
This indicate an unwonted business duty well ofall this
along the line, espec ially Lunas, the county seat of Valencia ami heals cut, burns and sea U Is; &c, three bears
reserve.
activity in the smaller towns.
forest
.
guaranteed.
at
all
dniRiii.
is
on
Monday
will
county,
Vegas
Pueblo,
to
he
where
llo
"The large wt stiru roads," said a north fromto Las
Las Vwgas night, before open court for that county,
prominent railway official, In discuss- returned
The docket, is not especially heavy
ing these affairs, "are getting more last.
"
"
there,
for this term, there being
be
handled
can
now
than
bnsiness
A. L. Conrad, the
popular traffic
.jnt; about Hie usual number of cases
Willi the splendid outlook inamtuer of the Pecos Valley road, ,
..su,;;,,,., whi,.n
the
of corn, it is not an extravagant pre- eo.uers .Ainaimo. icxus, wue.e
p.imi tonnr.s inio ma world jnou.d be prcr,ld bv a ctrtjin iiir;rtlon on
( , u, K, iilui jrv f,)r
f,.w
,,,.,)
year
greatest
say
it u a
a mother
the
to
thai
!io exp'ti to
diction
uir..in
h!
a great sumas
)iitolcvsi
tainily
resides,
and
f,t,r wlllrll ,lu,
wiu ron.
y
i iu
; r.er uut
ana to her-io nr uujrn i,..
daty e her un .' in ...
lor railroad earnings is nier rt sort, and 111 consequence, el- - llav.
in the
V1,M,.
'
tv?i ii eint ifi.n h i power to aid h. entrance into the wood l liijy cannot
ahead. The increase in equipment ilnm tioes away to seel; other resoits
He hns a h.'r rnouch time
i
not .: in t..i i" '" ' therefore tnotiier n u.t
made during tne past year has been during the warm days. The Conrads jhE AUTOMOBILE LINE
l,l'i
Hi health m
i.i iic.Ve hj c in.in-,- i!.'
u:,i:
swallowed up by the immense volume tormerly resided in this city, but their
v '
nu . you i!4e
:,
ADOPTS NEW SCHEDULE
l.li COn.ini;
ti.e ir..c .: 'ri c
runare
all
roads
the
!'..
and
r
H en
of iimnairr,
ou i.ave nini a icer u weiigoi
home and headquarters have been at
hia
ning short of curs."
up c lohiren ; a Un.out uieon in Vict.i.a i
The Iloswell Automobile line has
Amarillo for the pa.-- i live years.
...Mklotl.e ci.ie ul lu'.e hel.'.ts roj i s. aclorn.tra ljt
,elo led a new schedule for its trips
;.le.
i , do t.oi a'inw your cn.ld to U:i.on.t a '.r
CREAT RUSH OF
At Tcxico, on the litl" between New from Itoswell to Torrance, and the
VETERANS TO DENVER
Mexico Mini Texa.. a l.ne fnnv of number of trips will now he greater,
have ttai'U layers are at work laying rails ll'teatter the au'os will leave
All of the western rai!ro:ils
of
the Helen
tlio .Sfinta Fe.
every Moie'ay,
'eilned.iy and
of
.
,
fort fe d i!m iiim ims tor the r.i.--h
...
w in A
''
II
ill ie,ei
li II ll'l
I'ri lay inornitiu-.-- , at s o'clocU and.
rneYibtllt of accident
It a I'.ninirr.t f.l.vh w'l forta'l
d
now
ii;iir
vill be
from
with
will
Torrance at S
i, in, n,uc'.e and tissue.
is. it fi;xei aii ti.e h
bir'fi
on. and thai track l.iyi rs will soon be o'clock on i acb Tuesday. Tliursday
i i
lf t
lte.e ti.e hm ti er I
ir. eav
J 0a. Im1 oern.its
I
Le.'ijf con-put to work on the It.-- n end. nieetnm ;'.nd Sa! unlay mornings.
si:tt
natuie tiui
jitll', eif 1
h a fonsututi'
t lo Cht llle'i tilt v.
tlie force from Tex, co on the plains
ii, tr.i.oud that ik II. cuu.Urt
so.
Everybody
a Sninii'd miles
Wh.it?
bays
Ttnt'
t'.iat
troiii
s heart
the Zeiger Cafe purs up ti.e lest
town.
Send tot !
tji
ior
t;. p r a
Curos Colic, Cramps,
if
i.rJay night lunch la toiva.
' Mi'.ltrhooj "
trtrt!.
(i. 11. (iray has resiifiied as special
Stomach Cc-, rplalnts.
Pon't wait for an txpiosiou cook
ihVcr for the Santa Fe and lelt last
25c it, CO- bottles.
Drati field Retjulator Co."2m- j niirnt
lor (llobe, Arin., whire he will with fc'as the humane way.
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VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS

Baking Powdei??

T
The best machine In the
world. This In no experiment, but has been tested and tried, and has
200,000 In uBe.
If you
Interested In typewriters call or address

or unwtiolcsomc food made with an
alum baking powder?
is worth your while to inquire.

GEO. S. RAMSEY
401

W. R. R. Ave.

Agent for

General

New Mexico

i
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ZEIGER CAFE I
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QUICKEL
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sta-me-

FINK

1
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BOTHE

s

Proprietor,

CLUB

ROOMS

E

KSTA L'liANT IN CONNECTION

s

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac. The coolest and highest grade ,of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

ioi

1

r
m

gen-yea-

'

ALBUQUERQUE

Iron and Bras Castings; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Can; Shaftings; Pulleys, Grade
Bare, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
V'ronU for Buildings. J
J J
REPAIRS

e

can-cvr-

T

FOUNDRY AND

MACHINE

s,

.

WORKS,

R. P. HALL Proo.

Pzintcss, Natural Childbirth.
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ALBUQUERQUE.

The St. Elmo M

NtW MEXIC

whIsk,8S

I

Wines.Brandies.Etc,

ri"t

'.n,
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SPECIALTY.
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track

Ma-lin- n

I

MILL

AND

MINING

ON

MACHINERY

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.

120 West Railroad Arenue

SAMPLE AND
ROOMS

CLUH

;

uj.-l-

I

fftsr's Friend

Kns-we-

cut-of-

;

.

:

I

f

(

Prescriptions
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B.

We Fill

N2Xt tO

RUPPE
Bank

Of

C0HlH13rCB

ati-t- s

!

i

R'GHT.

(

at consistent Prices

203 West

R. R. Ave.

r
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Want Ads Bring Best Results
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WELL SPENT

The Citizen Publishing Company

Colorado Springs Telegraph

5i

Lutheran C

!!:4.-- i a. rn.

SOME IMPORTANT STATISTICS.
Tlic Washington Star recently puh.lshed an article
the material for which was taken from a census bureau
bulletin, showing that the value of railroad property in
the Cntted States is $ 1.2 J.Sr.L'.O"". supplemented by
Pullman cars, $T .no. in ; privHte car lines.
.
And yet it was but
making the sum total $11.3f,7.v.li2.
6eventyflve years ago last Monday that the first load of
passengers was ever carried over a railroad on the American continent.
In the distribution of value Pennsylvania comes first
8. 2 2 2. due.
with $1.420,fius.iiio. New York follows with
Is
smallest
The
$stir..tirT.niKi.
by
with
Illinois
followed
New Mexico railAlaska with a valuation of J H'h.
those of
roads have a valuation of ?! Iho.imiu, whoo
i.
Upsides
have a combined value of only
Alaska, the District of Columbia. Delaware. Nevada.
Rhode Island, South Dakot.x and Vermont, are the only
political divisions of the country where the vaiue of the
railroads fall below that of Arizona. These figures represent the market vaiue of the roads, what they could be
Bold for. and not the value placed upon them by the sev
eral states and territories for the purposes of taxation.
This value Is not given, but in its stead is a table
giving the percentage which, tax value bears to the commercial value. The highest percentage Is found in Con
necticut, where the tax valuation is 114.4 per cent of the
commercial value. The lowest Is Wonting, where me
roads are taxed on a valuation which is but 7."i per cent
of their commercial worth. Arir.ona comes next with the
per rentage of tax value only !'.7 of tly selling value;
while New Mexico follows third, the per coinage being

If we sit down at set of sun,
And count the things that we have done,
And, counting, find
act, one word
Ono
That oased the heart of him who heard;
One glance most kind,
That fell like sunshine whi te It went.
Then we may count that day well spent.

1

1

.

Ari-ron- a

Ji.s.H.-.i'.mu-

9.9.

Unfortunately in New Mexico ami Arizona it is not
railroads a.one the tax value of which bears so insignificant a proportion to the real value, but nil other kinds of
property are in the same category. Arizona's taxable
property is returned at 40.m",.,", and that of New Mex-ic- r
at $42.'MHi,'M)it; of course varying slightly from year
to year, sometimes above and sometimes below the figures given. Yet Arizona has one mine which is said to
have yielded in one year as much as her entire taxable
property is put at; while the real or commercial value
of New Mexico's railroads alone more than doubles the
assessed value of all her property, mines, stock, farms,
factories, town ' holdings, stocks, bonds, merchandise,
moneys, and everything taxable combined.
Under such system of taxation, no wonder the
growth of the territories is ciu ( .e
ant1 city debts accumulate, the school fund remains inad
equate, and investors are frightened away by the seemingly large rate of taxation. Nor will these evils lie eradicated until the difference between tax valuation of propwithin the
erty and Its commercial value are brougi-.bonds of a much greater unity.
Arizona is taking steps in that direction, t.ie hoard
equalization
for that territory having recently raised
of
the assessments upon patented mines from loo per cent
in Yavapai county to 15)0 per cent In C'oeliie county.
Under this increase of valiuj for taxation, the patented
mines of Arizona are now assessed at $li,"i.ii"ii instead
of $4,000,001), the figure at which they stood until a few
days ago. lint New Mexico, as yet, has taken no step in
this desirable direction. The listed value of property
should approximate its commercial, and then the rate of
taxation should be lowered to yield only the revenue absolutely needed.
.
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THE FALL KINKS

the
Christian ci,urrj,.Mee'n in serv-,
,' '.ii MiiiL'. Usual
Commercial
13.
K.
The minister.
Ices tomori
;o h morning
and
;:
Crawford,
evening.
Church Scrv-nn'- l
Highland
S :nday
S p. m.
Ices nt 11 :i
school at ft !' i. tu. Senior League
,

Put if, through ali the livelong day,
We've eased no heart by yea or nay;
If through it nil
We've done no thing that we can trace
That brought the sunshine to a face;
No act most small,
at 7 p. tn.
ranixrs welcome. J.
That helped some soul, though nt little cost, M. Solllo, jn
Then count that (lay as worse than lost.
Presbytenm Church Rev. II. A.
Cooper, pa 'i I. ... , .it ti ml frnm
ill hold services as
his vacation
morning and evening.
usual toinor
BENEFIT TO BOYS ARISING
From
Kvening si
it. "Lessons
at C it v
Sights In a
The Presby- FROM SELF GOYT RNMLNT
terinns are new meeting nt the opera
house.
The Outlook
Y,
St. John's Episcopal Church Ixicat-iti- i
r of Fourth street, and
oi! at the c
ln some of the public schools of Boston there Is to bo West Silver avium'. Services tomor-ws- :
Holy communion at
as folio
established this fall the institution known as the school row
7:?,o a. m. S'linlny school at 10 a. m.
city. It is a form of
which has been Holy coninm n .ii and sermon nt. 11 a.
used in some of the schools of New York City, Philadel- m. Evening prayer and sermon at 8
phia and other places.
p. m. Kegn tir mi otlng of Daughters
It was original. y founded by Wilson 1.. drill in l&ii?. of the King it 7 p. m. All seals free,
The trial was made In a disorderly school of l.nno pupils A. CI. Harris n, r"etor.
or more in the suburbs of New York. The students were
Congregat onal Church Located at
so unruly as to require the constant presence of police- the corner of liroadway
and Coal
men on the playgrounds.
Within a week after the
avenue. Morning service nt 11 o'clock.
were organized as a city with the right and re- Topic of sermon, "The Secret of Sue-css In Christian Work and the Promsponsibility of governing themselves the school became
orderly and
The boys were willing to obey ise of Powei for That Work." Evening service nt 8 o'clock. Topic of
laws In the making of which they had a share.
sermon, "Th" Wasted Substance." Y.
In other places good results have been attained.
In
P. S. C. E. at 7 o'clock. Sunday
one school near Philadelphia the standard of dress was school at in a. m. All members of
so low that if any boy wore a linen collar to school it church and congregation are urgently
was sure to be torn off. Twenty of the boys bad register- Invited to attend bo'h services. St luned under assumed names, so that in case of arrest they gers and visitors cordially invited. J,
would not appear in police court under their true names. W. Barron, pas'or.
When the school city was organized the boys came to the
principal and confessed the ruse, and asked to be regis REV. BARRON PREACHES
tered in their right names. Unrti.y conduct was sup-OPENING SERMON TOMORROW
pressed; neater dress, better manners and improved
scholarship followed.
The students maintained their
OF
CONGREGA
PASTOR
higher standards to tin- end of the school year last NEW
TIONAL CHURCH WILL MAKE
spring.
HIS
FIRST APPEARANCE AT
The almost immediate transformation brought about
SUNDAY'S SERVICES.
in individual boys and girls by the endowment of responsibility involved in the plan has many illustrations.
Itev. Bar. on was formerly pastor of
')ne boy from the slums, who was careless, mischievous of the coiigio national church in this
and fond of playing truant, was elected a "member of city, who was railed to succeed goRev.
to
who resigned to
council." The teacher felt that tile choice of this iittle W. .1. Marsh,
Alliance, Neb., will preach his first
rascal rendered the republic hopeless; but the children sermon in Ai uqiie; que at sunttay s
in this, as in many another cuse, reformed a bad boy by services.
putting hiiu in a position of trust. As this lad said when
Baron was formerly pastor of
praised by his teacher for becoming u little gentleman, the Congregational church at Mar
"You know thoy expect so much from a member of the seilles, 111., and arrived in this city
about two weeks ago, accompanied by
city council."
his family. The Marseilles papers
Some of the decisions of the school courts are
very highly of his work as a
appropriate. One pupil, guilty of swearing in speak
minister, and the Albuquerque congrethe schoolyard, and on the streets, was sentenced to os- gation are to be congratulated
on
tracism for two days; he was not to speak to anyone at their wise selection.
recess during that time, and public opinion forced the orDoubtless a large congregation will
der of the court. Trial by their peers on full evidence greet the new pastor at the morning
appeals to the children as just ami fair, and they mani- services. Rev. Barron will take for
his subject for the morning sermon at
fest a surprising aptitude for judicial procedure.
11 o'clock, "The Secret of Success in)
As legislators, too, the children display some qualiof
Christian Work and. the Promise
ties that their elders would do weli to cultivate. No pri- Power for that Work."
.
vate bill, or special legislation, has any chance in a
school city. There is no graft in the school city, no boodle in the council, no understanding between the police
and wrongdoers.
The child citizens have passed and enforced ordinances prohibiting the shooting of peas, the disfigurement
of buildings, tlie making of an noise In the neighborhood
of libraries or other places where people may be disturbed by It. "Tattling" has been eliminated; but pupils who
would deem it a disgrace to "peach" on fellow students
come to regard It as a civic duty to give evidence to their
v
fellow students concerning offenders against the laws of
; '
i
the republic.

Ixinger coats wider collars and lapels
more
fullness than ever in the chest trous'-rfuller
in the knees and front and les3 bo on the side
vests cut slightly lower.
About tho fabrics. Tho richest and most gentlemanly patterns that have yet appeared in the
garments.
Cassimeres, worsteds, Scotch cheviots, etc., etc.
These woolens come In plain colors, neat
s
and modest broken stripes.
You'll certainly be greatly surprised to lenrn
what $15.00, $18.00, $2u.00 and $25.00 will do for
you here In buying a handsome, well cut
and well
tailored Fall Suit
Yt're loaded with Fall Newness.

i

ready-for-servic- e

over-plaid-

(

i

at"

1

M. MANDELL
M X E CLOTIIIN(j

5t
OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladdM

your heart and warm your taoM
when its cold. Fill your Mm 10?
next winter now and avoid the rnih.

s

i

-

lit-v-

LOOK

American Block coal, the best Gallop
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard eoal
WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Qrea
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

We

"'

Alvarado

Special Prices
$12 Refrigerators
$3.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves

SICK

e.

$9
$6.75
$6
.. .25c
at 20

China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls
Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$8

25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.50

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

201-21-

I

AVE.

WOOL

Copper

Atchison, common
Haltimore i Ohio
Brooklyn Hapld Transit
Colorado Km & Iron
Colorado Southern, second
Chiciuo, C.reat Western, com
C.

&

O

1

2 v8

Ill's
421-.-

21

J

SANTA

I'aiil

Southern K.r.lway
Tennes-e- e
c,,ui & Iron
I'lium Pa. i!;i', common
C. S. S., 1. "union
I'-

T1IK I'AWX RIvOKKK

I"

Because H it

In

unredeemed diamonds. The largest
tahlishment In the southwest.

.

pawnbroker's

es- -

...

118 RAILROAD AVENUE

BAR-

ii

Large new stock just in.
Everybody welcome to look through
repository.
our large three-floo- r

Shippin
.

again.

us

...

'

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our

once, you'll
Prices right;

high-grad- e

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

...VEHICLES

AND

HARNESS

J, KORBER & CO

PRICES UOWER THAN EVER.

City Marked

WHOLESALE

illelini & Eakin

John W. Abbott, Prop.

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

-

for Yellowstone
Piclnslvi' Ai'f-ntSt. Loins A
and O P C Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Sea! C'bunipanne,
Milwaukee liottled licers, and owners and
H C Kohemlun und Jos. Sehlitz
und
Whiskey. Write for our ihustrated
distributors of the Alvurado
Salesroom lli .south
atreei.
Automatic Telephone 190.
price Hit.
New Mexico.
Albuquei-ou-

Only thm Bemt

Meats, Cutter and Eggs

14.s;li

I'ae flc
TI47h
Metropolitan
12SVa
Mexican Central
23 4
New Yoik Central
A..14S7
Norfolk
sxfi'4
It.
115'
ci'Miion
I'ennsylvania
143
Hock Island, common
:!2
Hock Island, ptd
79
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. Sii
Republic
89
Steel, pfd
Southern Pacific
(itl'i

its finish.
tree from all

The Man You Can Trust

.

S3

Nashville

Missouri

s'.

By

'i

,r.0'4

A.-

and

ROSENFIELD

there ain't no gougln.

ril'2

Krie, common

first
Louisville

!u'w
1

how

keeps

.............................?,t.................

824

Ui'J

Notice how long it

THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH

NDENTfi

Drayin'

You have

Closing quotations Received by Levy
lli os., Coi resiwndenU for Logan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
S iL'ar

see

Try it and

Imperial Laundry Co.
RED WAGONS"

!

FREIGHTS'
call

Americ an

work?

6

c

Anialuamateii

laundry

Both 'Phones.
North Second Street.

1

MARKETS
METAL

our

MONUMENTS.

Movin'

- MONEY

and GOLD AVE.

BARA CEMETERIES

morrow's Services.

STOCK

STffter

specks or wrinkles.

Bargains

THE

(

We turn out linen, white as snow

UNDERTAKERS

Sunday school at 10 o'clock. Evening
services will be held at 8 o'clock. The
subject of the sermon will be, "The
Wasted Substance." Y. P. S. C. E. at
7 o'clock.

PHARMACY

I

it is.

"

trans-Mississip-

1

PROPS. ALVARADO

durable

9TRONG BLOCK

REV. J. W. BARRON.
New Pastor Congregational Church,
Who will Occupy the Pulpit at To-

BRIGGS & CO.,

Hm

We give on

STRONG'S SONS

AND

THE

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

O. W.

FAIRVIEW

IN

ROOM.

UOTH PHONES

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

SUPERINT

Pharmacy

THE DRUG STORE THAT SELLS EVERYTHING NEEDED

On the Folio wing

.

i'

I

Offer to 6upply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

e

in tho past five years, 372, "C'J acres have been enter,
ed upon as homesteads in the Santa Fe land district, ai d
the total entiles in that period covered 77 l.tiTO acrts
Yet Curtis says It is doubtful whether New Mexico W
progressing or retrograding, but if progressing the rale
of progress is to slight as to be inappreciable. And Curtis is au honorable and truthful man, as all mutt know.

tt Ii Mil!

in.

7

s

the United States.

2, 1905.

Select a Fall Suit that w ill proclaim your
and do it now. Don't lie one of the
lagbohlnds. Come out In new clothes In time to
wear the late styles before every other man appeared In a new Suit.

p,i

9:50. l'reaa. in. and

There was a meeting Thursday of the Otero County
Goat Breeders' association at Weed. The meeting was
especially for the election of officers for the ensuing year
and also to perfect plans for holding an annual fair,
where product related to the goat industry can be displayed.
The goat Industry is becoming very important in
this territory, and yet It has scarcely entered upon the
development it is destined to experience, both as to the
common goat and the Angora. The Citizen the other
day made mention of a carload of goat skins, all of the
common stock, shipped from this city to UPhiladelphia
and valued at $11,000.
For the purposes of shoes and gloves, no skins are
used but those of the common variety, and they are
valued at present at 30 cents per pound. But this fact
does not militate against the Angora goat industry,
which in New Mexico is advanicng with astounding
strides. The chief value of the Angora is in the Mohair
with which It Is clothed. However, Its pelts make very
A.
handsome articles of clothing for which furs are usually
employed, while the tanned pelts are incomparable for
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
rugs.
J. Minium, the purchasing agent for the Philadelphia
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
house, already referred to, bought some twenty Angora
pelts at Silver City, and had them tanned at the Kio
Grande Woolen Mills of this city. A numler of them will
Charged by Colorado.
be on exhibition at the Territorial fair, and they are
beauties. The hair is fully ten inches long, in color, an
A meeting of the state board of stock inspection was
attractive white with a delicate cream tint. The tanning held yesterday at the offices in the capitol building (it
was of the very best, the hide being as soft and pliable w hich a number of matters of importance w.as taken up.
as the finest of buckskin.
The state veterinarian was authorized to declare any
counties from which mange or other Infectious diseases
Tbe Arizona Silver Belt quotes with approval from have been obliterated to be free, thus removing the quarthe Douglas International-Americathe statement that antine and necessity for inspection.
the joint statehood scheme of Senator Beveridge is a
it was reported by the inspector at Trinidad that
bold attempt on the part of the east to concentrate the stock owners are running cattle and sheep over the line
power of government for this republic east of the Miss- from New Mexico without a health certificate. The inissippi river; and ad-'that every republican national spectors were authorized to demand either a government
years has declared or state health certificate for all cattle brought in from
convention for the past twenty-fivla favor of the early admission to statehood of Arizona that section. Denver Republican.
and New Mexico as separate states. Both of these
are correct, though it Is the nionetery power of
Benefit of Artesian Water.
states which objects to the admisthe
FaVrnington-Aztefolks should at least find fifty men
states, rather than the po- to chip in $100 each and go after artesian water. Two
sion of four
litical power. The Citizen would suggest to the papers thousand eight hundred dollars will buy a 2,000 foot drill
mentioned above, that as Oklahoma and Indian Territory and the remainder will constitute an amplo working
will undoubtedly come In as one state, that question hav- fund. Artesian water would add $100,000 to value
the
ing apparently been settled in the affirmative by the lands and for this reason the board of commissionersof and
people of those territories, which course will nest Hid council members in Farmlngton and Aztec should unite
the "bold attempt" of the east, to send four southwest- to aid the work. There Is nothing without an effort.
ern senators to congress, two from Oklahoma inl two Uurango Democrat.
from greater Arizona, or only to send the two from Oklahoma, because New Mexico aud Arizona refusu the jointGood Dance, Good Purpose.
ure? There Is no doubt in the world that the east would
Hie most enjoyable
Lnkw Valley has bad In a
not have any senators and congressmen from the south- h.n:; lime occurred here danceThursday
night. There was
last
west, could that section have its way; but as there will a ,arge
attendance
ice cream, cake aud coffee were
be some, it becomes a question of the fewer the better. scrwil, tu. proceedsand
to go
Hence, New Mexico and Arizona could not please the A dance will be given h,.ro to the now school house fund.
the first Satrday of every full
money power better than by staying out of tbe I'tiion.
moon for the benefit of our school building, when refreshments will be served. The next danbe will take
The amount of wood actually consumed In the Cull- place on the night of September 111. Everybody Invited States for packing boxes and baskets cannot be given ed.
lilisboio Advocate.
In exact figures, but It Is much greater than is generally
box
realized. The state of Michigan alone has forty-eigh- t
Surely Some PumDkin.
making establishments with an annual product valued at
Mrs. A. II. Cox has the credit of havinu brought in
$2,227, K21. Other states have a yet larger output. There the first ripe nunnikin this vcar. it i , c.i.i,... n. ,,,(.,
is hardly a business in the whole country that would not and weighs about seven pounds. To all appearances
it Is
be unfavorably affected by a serious shortage in packing ripe and In splendid condition for Yankee pies, it was
box material.
How important, then, to this territory, grown on her ranch north of town without one drop of
that the forests of New Mexico should be conserved and artificial Irrigation. No doubt had it been Irrigated it
new forests be planted.
would have doubled Its size
Estanela News.
Few people realize the enormous cost and importance of street pavements. Measured by the money Invested street paving is probably the most Important single class of i ngim ering construction except steam railroads, tbe amount invested to date being estimated by a
competent authority as approximately
.'.Io,k'0.0oij for
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ONE MOST SADLY LOST

Published Itaily and Weekly
W. T. McCREIGHT
W. 8. STRICKLER
HusltioBs Manager
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SATURDAY,

109 North Second St.
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"I had a running, itching sore on
leg.
Suffered tortures. Doan's
Ointment took away tho burning and
Itching Instantly and quickly effected
C. W. Lenhart,,
permanent cure."
Rowling Green, Ohio.
APPLY TO MRS. HEALD, 805!
EAST GRAND AVENUE., COLORADO
178
'PHONE 62, (3 rings), FOR PRIVATE
35'i INSTRUCTIONS IN SPANISH, ENG
8514
LISH, LATIN AND FRENCH.
FOR
13 1 S

Furniture
Bargains. .

my

i

"AMBULANCE"

We are now open for business, with
line of furnia new and second-hanture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
the Gleckler building.
IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD.

O. DINSDALE

Highland Livery

THE SICK OR INJURED.
SrtVi
COMING EVENTS
Prompt Service Day or Night.
p:
M3i- W'ahash, c.m.nion
21
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Wisconsin Central, com.nion.
30H"
Boardlng Horses a Specialty
September 3 and 4 The Mcintosh
Automatic. 147.
Western I'ninn
I'hone, 7fi
fit
Colo.
Ilrow ns vs. Santa Fe Centrals, at Trac(. & W
.F44 tion park.
Greene Cup;., r
24
Notice.
September 5 School
begins, the
M. Oussaioff bucceeds the firm of
after Labor day.
DHAijER IN
Everybody pays so. What? That daySeptember
Masi-e& Co.,
this Wednesday,
8
The Bruno Dleckman R.
the White Rlephant
puts up th concert.
La Vegas Fair.
outAugust 30. He will collect all
Tor the race meet at tho Northern New Mexico fulr finest free lunch In town Saturday
Twenty-fift3
standing accounts due the undersign- Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, eiW
September 18 to
nights.
in Uis VeKas this fall, tho association has hunt; up purse
R. MASSKY & CO.
Territorial Fair.
ed firm.
All Kindt of Fresh Meat.
o
September 30 "Romona," at the
amounting to $3,000, All the horses that no to tho TerriCOMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT Klks'
No. 100 Nortb Broadway.
opera bouse.
Ilase ball at Traction park Sunday
torial fair at Albuquerque will f." to I.as Vegas, the dates SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
and Monday. Santa Fe Centrals vs.
following each other so closely that it is very convenCorner Witnington Avenue.
SCHOOL
"Mother was lucky" papa Bought a
BOOKS.
WATCH FOR the Mcintosh Rrowns. Game will be
ient to to do. Socorro Chieftain.
New Mexle
Albuquerque.
Kas range.
called at 3:30 o'clock.
NEWCOMER'S INDUCEMENT.
2:

Eddy's Peach Crop.
The shipment of peaches from Kddy county has been
very heavy this season aliho.ivh now there is a falllim
off. Over 2,.'i00 boxes have been shipped from Carlsbad,
besides what have gone from Ma'ajs and 1'lorence. Altogether over 5.000 boxes will have bun shipped from
tbat section by the close of the si asen Kai on flange.
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REMOVING FROM
Officials is
Usurpation Pure and
Simple.

Office Bernalillo

SO

SAYS

ATTORNEY

CHILDERS

To The Haily Citizen.
Availing mysi'lf of the offer of The
Citizen throwing Its columns open for
the discussion of the orders of Govto remove
ernor Otero attempting
from office the sheriff, ticnswrer and
collector, ami school superintendent or HernaKllo county, I wish
hrielly to discuss the claim of unlimited executive power asserted ly the
povrnor and ly District Attorney
Clancy in the brief he filed with the
(,'ovtruor. I feel sure that this claim
will astound the legal profession and
all Intelligt jit citizens of New Mexico.
The l.old enunciation of such a claim
of un.Fstricted executive control of
every office in the territory, now filled
by the votes of the people, transcends
in importance to the people of
any possible charpt s against
the Incumbents of these offices. I do
not mean by this statement to admit
that the charges "nave been sustained
by any.ehlenee product d at the
hcarinCB.
The sufficiency or
the truth of these charges Is entirely
irrelevant to a discussion of the
claimi d tor the territorial executive. A simple rtatement of that
claim will show taat it Is wholly Immaterial, as to the power to exercise
this prerogative, whether any charges
whatever wire made or any evidence
adduced in suppo.t of them. Wlit is
that claim? Head the orders made by
the governor, ami it will be leirned
that the executive basis his power
to rfmove on no specific law of the
territory or of the l.'ni:"n States, but
we will quote the language of the order removing the sheriff, il is as follows:
"That his continuance in bis ofliee
would make it impossible for me to
discharge the duty Imposed upon me
by the legislation of congiess tuat '1
shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed.' "
The power of removal is asserted
upon the same ground in the orders
in the other two cases, and it is the
only ground asserted. This is the law
upon which the district attorney based
his claim of the power of removal in
his brief. It is an assertion that the!
power which the piesldent of the!
United States has to remove officers
appointed by him, is vested in the governor of the territory as to officers
elected by the people for a fixed term.
It makes the governor the sole judge
of what act on the part of a public
official would render it Impossible for
the governor "to take care that the
It is
laws be faithfully executed."
Immaterial whether any act at all Is
committed or omitted. It is imma-- l
terial whether any hearing is had or
any evidence adduced. This power
the president has as to certain classes
of officers, appointed by him. But
neither the president nor the governor
of any state or territory has ever before assumed to exercise any such
povier over an officer elected by the
people. And I say this without the
fear of contradiction. It is a power
which tile supreme court of New Mexico denied to the governor as to the
office of district attorney, in the" ease
of Wade vs. Ashenfelter, 4 N. M
This decision has never been over
ruled, and is based upon and is supported by cases decided by the highest courts in the country. The act
of congress creating the territory and
defining the powers of the governor,
provides, it is true, that "he shall
lake care that the laws be faithfully
executed." Our sup; erne court has
quoted with approval the following
as to this pretended claim of executive
prerogative:
"This clause is merely declaratory
and directory. It confers no specific
powers, nor does it enjoin any specific
duty. This power of general supervision, says an able commentator on
American law, (2 Walker's American
Law, 1U3), Is a dnty enjoined on the
federal and state executives. It would
be dangerous, however, to treat this
clause as conlerring any specific power
which they would not otherwise possess. It is to be regarded as a comprehensive description of tne duty of
the executive to watch with all vigilance over the public interests. The
governor is not to execute tie laws
himselt, but to see them executed.
This duty is perfoimed by lending the
aid and power of the executive arm
to overcjme resistance to law. The
history of the federal and state governments afford practical exposition
of this clause of the constitution, in
conformity with this construction. The
executive is to see the laws executed
as they may be expounded by those
to whom that duty is er.ti listed. If
tuis clause confers the power of supervision and dismissal as to one officer, it also gives the same authority
over every other one in the governupon whom the perment
formance of a duty may be enjoined.
The injunction to see the laws executed is gem ral, and sufficiently comprehensive to embrace every law and
officer. If, imdt r this clause, the governor may dismiss the secretary, it
cannot be seen why he may not dismiss every other one, without regard to their manner of appointment or the tenure of office, and
thus, by the construction of one clause,
bring all the officers and the operation of all the laws of the state, under
executive control. This would counteract the wnoie scope and design of
the constitution, by subs' itut ing the
changing and capric ious will of one
man tor
l'xei! and known rules of
the law. l"ro:u t his consequence there
is no escape, if the rule be as
lev."
Wade vs. Aheulelter,
New-Mexic-

d

d

4

N. M., 1ST..

Union and In whose selection they
have no voice, may, ftom mere- caprice, or because of a difference In politics, or for any reason satisfactory to
judgmen
as to
the gubernatorial
whether the laws are faithfully executed, remove any officer elected by
the people, In any county, precinct,
city, town or village In the territory,
when the executive finds that the officer "continuance in office would
make It Impossible for the executive
to discharge the duty Imposed upon
him by the legislation of congress,
that 'he take earn that the laws be
faithfully executed.' "
I have endeavored temperately, to
state what the governor claims. It Is
useless to contend that a hearing was
accorded my clients. If the claim of
the governor is well founded, notice to
the accused and a hearing before him
was but a matter of giace and not of
right. The importance of the principles Involved, and the novelty of the
claim, Is my apology for the length of
this article. If the claim Is 'veil
founded, so much the more urgent Is
it that every freeman in New
lexico
wlio nppreciates governmt nt. by. law
and his rights as a freeman, should
for
unite In one common dCmand
statehood. Joint or sinele any kind
of statehood congress will give us.
W. R CHU.DERS.

FOR GRAND

JURIES

Today

WHISKEY

BOTH JURIES ARE VERY

I m

....

t,

BOTTLED IN BOND.

STRONG

Ul
j''J)

"
This morning before Judge Ira A.
In "Queen Quality" Shoes the
Vv
Abbott at the court bouse occurred
empfttsis comes on the tvord
THE GEO. T. STAGG CO.,
the draw ing of the Jurors for the Unit" 1
ed States grand and petit juries ami
"FIT." "Queen Quality " fits '
DISTILLER
the lternalillo count grand and petit
others do sometimes
the
foot
'
juries. The list of Jurors given below
FRANKFORT. KY.
contains the names of many well
known citizens, and the Juries as
drawn will be exceptionally strong:
U. S. Grand Jury.
Kilonieno Montano, Rafael Chaves,
Antonio Garcia, precinct IS, Old Albuquerque; Federico .laramillo, Guada.n-pCCjS) '
Some Special Style
Arazo. Sandoval county; Gaspar
SOLE AGENTS.
Tapin, Hilarto Griego, Polonlo Monta$3.50
no, Rosalio Jaramilla, John Mordy, VaAlbuquerque, New Mexico
lencia county; Frank Stroetler, Joseph
Houdick. A. Simpler. M. Ilocklett, A.
CONTRACT HOLDERS
W. Goodrich, Joseph Farr, Frank Vega,
Moya, Tomas Marcus, D.
ARE AGAIN WARNED K. It.Salome
Sellers. George Houlden, Lewis
AUTOMATIC PHONE 199.
George I). Swettland, John
Black.
Slaughterbach,
Albuquerque.
PREFERRED MERCANTILE COMU. S. Petit Jury.
PANY HELD IN BAD LIGHT BY
'
V. H. Greer. I. O. Rosenfield, J. W.
PATRONS.
H
Tot I, William Dean, A. T.
Mallette,
Established In 1882.
Some time ago The Citizen publish- Keith. R. L. Gwynn,' Albuquerque; Joa
lengthy article relative to the se Garcia y Griego, precinct 4; Jose
ed
G.
Preferred Mercantile company of Bos- Anaya y Tapia, precinct 9; Jose S.
GO.
ton, stating that the government de- Sanchez, precinct 4; Crecenslo Ara-gobusicompany
clared the
unfit to do
lternalillo county; Anastacio San- Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
jj
ness, and warning the patrons to be doval. Louis Alary, Juan do Jesus MoJas. Heekin & Co'
Coffees,
on their guard.
lina, Juan Perea, Vidal Valencia,
Granite Flour. ,
1
11. It. Miichner, the New Mexico
Trujillo, Sandoval county; F.
representative of the company, called J. Van Mole, E. J. Davis, W. I). Kenne- STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
at The Citizen office the day following dy, McKinley county; Federico Luna
214 South Second Street.
the publication of said article, ami de- Haca, I.eonor Anzilres. Ramon Serna,
nied certain disclosures, but stated David Trujillo, George Cochran, Cesa-riPerea, Ysidora de Serna, John Col- Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
that a reorganization had taken place,
If the word "Satisfaction" can ever be applied to shoes,
Earth.
out of which bad sprung the Preferred lins, Einlliano Daca, Ilernallllo coun1
it
is to " Queen Quality." "Queen Quality" Shoes give you
ty.
.Mercantile company of New York.
. Free Delivery
Orders Solicited
It will now be seen, from the subBernalillo County Grand Jury.
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e
of all the virtues.
H
joined official notice from Agent 11.
Coscino l.ucero, precinct 3; Charles
M
R. Mitchner, that both concerns are Allen. J. E. Hell. Henry Westerfeld,
REDUCED PRICES
doing business in a most unsatisfcicto-r- y T. F. Kelt her, Sr.. ,1. A. Cuneo, Adam
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
manner, and contract holders are Fisher, precinct 12; Carl Hopping, A.
Gold
Crowns, 96.00; Fillings,
warned to make no further remit- L. Winchell. J. M. Hoss. J. C. I.awler,
a transfusion of excellencies
each the better for the other, and you
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted withtances.
George Edick, Charles Keppler, J.
out pain, 50c. Ail guaranteed.
find them all in ' Quetn Quality." It is the one shoe that has absolutely
The Notice
Scutt, J. H. Shufflebarger, George II.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 31.
lirewer, precinct 26; Manuel Sedlllo,
satisfied over a million t.ritical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.
To the Patrons Formerly of the Pre- Jesus M. Sanchez, Joaquin Pena, Willferred Mercantile Company of Uns-to- iam McKim. Domiano Haca, Frank
We ask the pleasure of demonstrating this.
and of the Preferred Mercantile Kelly, precinct 5; Leonardo Hunlck,
Company of New York.
Jose Ignacio Garcia,, precinct 13; Jose
We have the sole right of sale.
I deem it my duty to Inform you
Tapla, precinct 28-- Preciliano Lucero,
that recent information from the head- precinct 10; Franco Muni, precinct
quarters of the latter concern, in U.
GO.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
DRY
which I am a contract holder, and for
Bernalillo County Petit Jury.
which I have been acting as agent, is
Boom w. N. T. Armijo Bldg.
A. Michaels, H. J. Stone, I). A.
not at all satisfactory,
C. K. Newcomer, A. S, Goodtherefore I
have taken advice and deem it best rich, H. U Welller, E. E. Greenleaf,
for the present at least, to suspend James McCorriston, P. E. Shoup, Will-lafurther collections for and remitMcGugln, Samuel Neustadt, Jacob
tances to it. I have for the present Weissenbere, precinct 20; M. A.
suspended payments on my own indiprecinct 13; Prejeros Mablonado.
vidual contracts.
Jacobo Tafoya, precinct 3; Manuel
I advise, therefore,
that payments Romero, precinct 10; s. Vann. Sr..
lry all of you be held in abeyance until Harry Penjamin, P.. O. Jaffa, E. Graili,
we are advised as to the exact legal precinct 12; Francisco Gabaldon.
status and conditions of the concern.
Dlnias, Abran Stanton, precinct 5;
As soon as I obtain any information Jose Savedra. precinct 28: Miguel Loin this regard I will promptly inform pez, John E. Herrlck. precinct 8; Sanyou all.
tos Mora, precinct 34; David Metzgar,
Very trulv yours,
precinct 9; Maliquias Garcia, preoinct
,23; Pablo Sidneros, precinct 24.
MITCHNER.
. II. R.
for a moment What would be the use
The saving of time means comfort.
of inviting you to our store If we did
The saving of labor means ease. The
Albuquerque Business College Com
not have the right
AT THE CASINO
pelled to Seek Larger Quarters.
saving of money means economy. All
To the Public:
savings can best be attained by
these
As we anticipated, the very largo j Miss Kittle Nice sang "The Three
Installing a
enrollment of pupils forced us to ar- Hack Seats for Smokers" at the Ca
range for larger quarters. We there-- ' slno last nlglit In a manner to please
fore leased about 8.000 square feet of, the most fastidious. Then she gave
floor space in the Public Library a little skirt dance and then she sang
II
building, where the college wili open some more, ami four times did about
for business September 4. Here we 200 souls appeal with loud applause
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
shall have ample accommodations fori for another look at her. Miss Nice's
One 'visit under
such circumstances
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thir-d
better than
l"n pupils. The library in the building! frock last night was very becoming
would be enough. But we want you
new
our
any
You
to
cordially
are
Invited
most
other.
examine
ner.
to
will be a great convenience for our
as a constant caller, so we make sure
line.
"Fernanda" was the bill of mirthstudents.
to have
j 44$
ful
Interpreted
lines
by
MuWe shall arrange for and equip a
the Wade
In
company,
sical
with Mr. Wade, Mr.
gymnasium, for the use of our pupils
as well as the public In general, in the ' Taylor and Miss Hutchison appearing
Old stoves taken at a fair valuation.
in
the
roles.
same building.
Beginning
tomorrow
with
night.
THE McBRAIN FURNITURE CO., 205 Gold Ave.
The secretary of the college has of-- '
fered the eucieus of a valuable collec-- "Fra Diavalo" will again be the bill
at
the
Casino.
tion of minerals to the trustees of the
library for the purpose of establishing
a museum of mineralogy for free pub- LOUNSBERRY HUNTING PARTY
that you can find no fault wlth-pric- es
lic use.
RETURNS NOT UNSUCCESSFUL
you cannot criticise.
Students should enter the college
classes as early as possible, although
Ben All Lounsberry's hunting party
A
C. BIL1CKE
JNO. S. MITCHELL
entrance may be had at any time.
to Southern New Mexico and Mexico,
GEO. S. RAMSAY, President.
ANGELES,
LOS
CALIFORNIA
composed
R. O. STOIX, Secretary.
of himself, William
CENTRAL LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Railroad Avenue
a young attorney of New
Roast lamb with mint sauce, roast York, and Harry V. Ptor, son of H.
Splendid Rastaurant
Reasonable Prices
pork with apple cause, cream pie, at W. Poor, a prominent banker of the
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
the Columbus for Sunday dinner. 25 Empire City, returned here this morn
New Mexicans and Arlxonlans spending the summer on ths
cents.
Ing. The success of the hunt is told
beaches are welcome to ths use .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentleby the ruddy complexion of each of
men's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
SCOTT KNIGHT RETURNS
tne hunters, and a mountain lion hida
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
bob-cat
a
and
skin. They also bagged
All Depot cars stop at ths Hollenbeck.
snd
Electric excursion
ELECTRIC &
CONSTRUCTION CO.
SOUTHWESTERN
FROM NORTHERN TRIP much small game.
beach ears pass the door.
They left the railroad at Hachlta.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS
TERRITORIAL
FAIR
ADVERTIS- where
and pack horses were
ING AGENT PLACARDS
secured,
and made it a point to haul
EVERY
TOWN ALONG THE SANTA FE, up at night as often as possible at
BETWEEN HERE AND TRINIDAD. one of the many ranch houses of the
Victoria Land &
company, on
Scott Knight, advertising agent for whose ranges fheyCattle
hunted.
twenty-fiftthe
annual New Mexico
Mr. Poor continued east for New
territorial fair, returned last night York, and Mr.
Chadbourne left foi
from a trip to all the towns along the California.
Of Every Description
Santa Fe as far north as Trinidad.
Our pushing, aggressive, never sleep method of advertising.
An
Colo.
Mr. Knight
plaelectric sign talks In the day time and "hollers" at night. A sign
thoroughly
Agents for the
carded the following towns with fair
of your own choice. We hang the sign and keep it clean and brilj!
.. i t?f
advertising matter:
v
at our expense. You pay for the current used that's all. At
liant
Cerrillos, MadDynamos and Motors
Schilling's Best
rid, Thornton, Lam v. Santa Fe, Wat-routhe expiration of the time agreed upon, we take the sign off your
Wagon Mound, Springer, Maxhands. All sign lighting will be on fiat rate basis. How's that for a
pice
well Ci;y, Raton and Trinidad.
bargain?
Store and Reniilecx e Wir-iflavoring extract
txU
At each' of the above towns the
a Spt'i'iult.v.
All Work
t
rtising agent was received with open of good-enoug- h
Fully
tiiiartiiiu eil.
fail
quality
at
arms and extended every courtesy.
Talk with the LIGHT MAN- - Fourth and Gold Ave.
He says that without doubt the
prices.
Agents for the Celebrated
crowd that ever attended thn ter
A your iiuur1! -- -'
ritorial fair from the. noi thern towns
"GYROFANS"
w ill be in AHiiiii'ierqne
at the coming
See tinni in KuroPHQ
!alr.
The Trinid.ii base ball
Pii.iier at the Columbus hotel
llottl Kcst.iur.tii!
will serve to bri:m a large crowd to'
Roast 'anib, win' sauce;
Two
the fair irmii that city.
roi:: pork and r.pple sauce and vanilThe papers of !!ie i.nvns visited! la ICC Tl,ll!l.
MEMBER
is
were also very 1:1m nil and all gave
We q'wc
il.i. I'iiinn i'ihi'ii
tor
NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL
l he fair
a good boost.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
in
Mr. Knight goes We.- -t toni-'li- t,
and
CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION
Kxperii-ncedining room
is
every town from
Albuqui npie to
girl; no other need apply. ColumNeedles, Cal., will soon know that the
1.
be
bus
hott
big fair will be held in this city.
WANTKI) Boys.
Western
Union
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PRATT &

Satisfying Shoes
Fit

GOLDEN

Style

Reputation

GOODS

RULE

Du-ra-

f

Time, Labor
and Money

Ah-ra-

L PENINSULAR

Stop and Think

Floor Coverings

RANGE

,
I

Prices

Plain Figures $30 and Up

Carpets and Rugs

lea-din-

1

HOLLENBECK

HOTEL

Albert Fabe.

Chad-bourn-

305

Electrical

Pumping

Little Talk, But Big Facts
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1

means

r
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Crocker-Wheel-
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thirds of

Poor Woman
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CELEBRATED
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THE

United States and Bernalillo
County Jurors Selected

41--

rca.-ounb- le

rivt

NAMES ARE DRAWN

The reasoning and conclusions
Telt L'laph Co.
in this quotation are univerSCHOOL
BOOKS.
WATCH FOR
WAN'TKl
Pupils for private school;
sally rceeUtd as si tried law by the NEWCOMER'S INDUCEMENT.
thoroimh Instruction; call between
courts and writers on constitutional
MEET
4
2
p.
KNIGHT'S
MIDNIGHT SUN
and
law in the United S'ates. The power
in.,
South Third St.,
t
remove from office; SEPTEMBER 23.
of the prt sidt-nsoti'ii door.
dues not .est sob !y upon this same
laminate, whi' h is found in the con-4 i'
e
s
t 4
e
4
ki it ut it hi and the difference between
governor
has by
the president ami a
and
all tin- ant horit it s been
in
defined.
We cannot dNcuss
it
space
a
is sufficient to
i :i r
The presiout one iltfforencc:
dent appoints tiie oMle.-- he retnovt
the officer U his s i ordinate in the execution of the laws. County i,!K ers
elected by the people are not subordinates of the governor. If the gov-- j
ernor is held to have t he mower claim-MTM15KR CO.
ed, the people of New Mexico have
the right of the elective franchise
121
TELEPHONES
AUTO
449
with a vengeance. A governor, whO
may come from any state In the I 1 1 1 1 I
1
1
II f !I I
H.
-
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Shavings
FOR SALE

f) Shavings
GHEAI

I

FOR SALE

AMKkMOAX
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t

her time

spent
the
kitchen, and she
entitled to as much
comfort and relief as can secured through
modern time
saving appli- See the Gas Man
Fourth and Cold Ave.
ances, j - .

'I'i.-kf'-- i

'216 S. SECOND ST.

The Colorado Telephone

Company.

Kuom 18, N. 1. Armijo Building.

J.'NATIVE
C BALDRIDGE
LUMBER
AND CHICAGO

. WILLIAMS
SHERMAN
PAINT -- Covers more.
looks best, wears long
est, most economical,
full measure

riRT

MTItCrT ANO COAL

BUILDING PAPER Always In stock. Plaster,
Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
AVMT.

ALOUQUKRQUC.

N. M.

realize that ycu can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.
Do

you

MODERN

111
5

The only Loii Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

PAQt

ALHU3UKKQUK KVKNINO CITIZEN.

SIX

Murph and M. M. Dawson, all of Raton, Colfax county.
Governor Otero't Annual Repert.
Governor M. A. Otero today sent to
the secretary of the Interior, his report, for the year ending .lune 30,
19U5. The report covers one thousand
typewritten pases and la the most
complete that has ever been made by
any governor of New Mexico. It will
he not only of great vaitte as a work
of reference hut a splendid advertisement of the resources and advancement of the territory within late years
and presents conclusive arguments
why New Mexico la able and fit to
assume a state government of Its own
This Is
within present boundaries.
the earliest date at which the report
has ever been sent In. Three clerks
have been employed to complete and
prepare It for the government printing office.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
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The Citizen Publishing Company
fcntarod at rwtnfnr for trim mint inn through th
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lirgcjt Northern Arlnmi Circuiti cn
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SATURDAY,

KNOCKERS AND ROOTERS

THE BIG TERRITORIAL

IF YOU GO TO TOMORROW'S BALL GAME

"" "

SUBSCRIPTION:

Yfeily by miiil. one year in ftdvuare

THE FARMINGTON
FAIR THE BEST EVER

f ".0C

Daily by mnil. ore month
Weekly by n.il. one

fie)

2

Pally by Carrier,

OOc

Uf

per month

SEPT. 2, 1905.

NEW MEXICO,

ALBUQUERQUE,

The Citizen acknowledges complimentary tickets to tho twenty-aixtannual fair and fruit carnival to be
held at Karmington, N. M, September

e

SEPTEMBER

18, 19, 20,

21 21 21

1905

h

The Evf.nino Om7F.N will be delivered in the
lty at the low rate of 20 cent per week, or for 6C
aanta per month, when paid monthly.

idrertising Rates
a

13, 14,

In his letter to the btminesa man- ,
ager of The Citizen, Walter M.
secretary, says:
Karmington, N. M., Aug. 29.
V. T. McCreight, Manager, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Dear Sir: I take pleasure In handing you herewith a season ticket to
annual fair, compliour "twenty-sixtments of the Fair Association. The
Karmington fair will he the largest
ever. Wo are offering more in the
way of prizes for our fruit, grain and
vegetable exhibits than Albuquerque,
your own "Largest City In New Mexico," certainly there will be a grand
display. There will be a thousand
Indians here, and the great fire dance,
and the many Indian sports will be a
part of the program.
In addition to the very good program, we are going to give away free
th ret or tour town lots to
There will be free fruit for
everybody.
The coming of the railroad now
makes it possible for the newspaper
men of New Mexico to get acquainted
with San Juan county, and we hope
to have many of them here with us
during fair time. We trust The Citizen will have a representative here.
Take the train for Karmington, the
Queen City at the meeting of the
watt rs In the land of golden opporVerv truly yours,
tunities
WALTER M. DAXHURO.
Secretary.

buherrihers will confer a favor by notifying u
immediately on any
of the paper.
AH lettere and remittances should be addreesed te
The CiTm n Prw.isiiiNfr Company. Drafts,
cheeks. po'.:! ce and exprepa money orders

must be made payable to the order of the
company.

TILCPHONII
Bell
Automatic 183.
OUK

I

'.

CATTLEMEN RAISE
VIGOROUS PROTEST
Ask

Watch for the Volcano
Eruption in the

Dan-burg-

Known on Application

Made

GO WITH BELLS LIKE THIS.

lti, 1905.

ThaExorbitant Grazing

Fees On Gila Reserve Be
Reduced

SANDIAS

Monday Night, September 18
A FEW OF THE MANY

OF THE CLUBS.

STANDING

National' League.
New York

EL PASO

SUBMIT

BROWNS

NAMES OF BALL

W.

L. Pet.

83
77
70
62
Bl
40
39
37

33
43
no
55
57
74
83
80

PLAYERS

UNDER

CONSIDERATION

Pittsburg

.716
.642
.583
.530
.517
.383
.320
.316

t,

Ros-wel-

OTHER ATTRACTIONS

Motor Cycle Races
Grand Street Parades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Dalles Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits
Confetti Battles

Grand Stock Show
Bronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament

BUT NOT LIKE THIS.

The El Paso Browns came through
Thursday night with a list of the
Chicago
players they hope to enter in the ter
Philadelphia
ritorial fair base ball tournament, wltn
Cincinnati
the name of Mayor Davis of El Paso
One of the largest mass meetings
St. Louis
attached, winch snews tne 1'ass city
of cattlemen that nas ever taken place
Boston
Imivs intend coming after a piece of
in the southwestern country was held
Brooklyn
that "11,5011 hung up by the associain Silve. City Thursday of this week.
tion for the occasion. The Browns
There were represen'atives of thecat- American League.
make the sixth team to file names of
ARE
every
ACRES
Sfl.AOO
Industry
part
tie
W. L. Pet. players for the tournament.
irom nearly
of the countv. ime null nori ion inn8
44 .607
The names submitted by the manaNOW SIGNED UP Philadelphia
wary fe the Una reserve was repre-- ,
l4 45 .587 ger of the Browns are as follows:
Chicago
by
o.a
score
rented
61 52 .54H
mole of the lead
Jay Ilucktiian. J. Widnian. J. Jacoby,
Cleveland
ing cattlemen of thy district.
The completion of the necessary pa- - New York
55 52 .514 II. Jacoby, ('. Krause, O'Hearn, Rein-har"signing
up" of the Brazito
Petitions were drafted protesting iters for the
55 54 .5U5
Lone, Hall, Keating, II. Sprlntz,
against the hiti tax Imposed Jon and Santo Thomas grants of land, Boston
53 f.0 .4(19 J.
Kelly, Coleman, Lorlng, Smith,
De'trolt
grazing cattle on the Gila forest
Las Crtices, is expected In a few Washington
47 (14 .424 Kaufman, Green, Ed Taylor, J. Greenserve. The following is one of the! days, savs a dispatch from that city. St. Louis
41 73 .360 wood and O. Fotbes.
petitions
This will make the total now signed
To the Htln. Gifford Pinchot, Forester, up for the Engle dam approximately
American Association.
The Mclmoshes were out In goodly
fiu.tiOi) acres.
Forest Service, Washington, D. 0.
W. L. Pet. number last evening for practice. They
undersigned,
The
residents on and
84 45 .651 were handicapped some, however, by
Columbus
near to the Gila forest reserve, reA. A. Keen, the territorial land com77 50 .606 the wretched condition of the grounds
spectfully petition for a reduction to missioner, is down in the great Pecos Milwaukee
75 52 .590 and If the grounds are not put in good
Minneapolis
per
twenty
head Va.ley country, In and around
cents
a maximum of
'67 61 .523 condition before tomorrow, Sunday's
Louisville
per year for the pioposed charge tor
on business connected with the Indianapolis
61 (!8 .473 game will be slow, and a slow game
grazing cattle upon the reserve.
Mr. Keen
territorial
land office.
59 67 .468 tomorrow will not enhance any the
The cattle industry is the principal thinks that the southwestern section St. Paul
47 81 .367 drawing qualities of Monday's game.
occupation of the residents of Granc of New Mexico i one of the earden Toledo
40 8G .317 It will be a losing proposition to both
Kansas City
Socoiro and Sierra counties, in which! spots of the terrltry.
s
the Traction company and the
the reserve is located, and pays at
to allow those grounds to go
Western League.
least "0 per cent of the taxes thereof.
Soothing and Cooling.
W
L. Pet. over Sunday without being cleaned
A very large proportion of the people
The rrIva that haflla without a arnr Des Moines
78 43 .645 up.
are greatly dependent upon the pros-,- s
ne wltt.g WUch Haiel gaIve No
73 48 .604
perky of this business.
he charge roniedy efJect8 guch Bpeedy re;let. It Di'tiver
In Thursday's game at Santa Fe be64 52 .552
Sioux Cltv
for grazing upon this rese.ve affects draws out
Inflammation, aoothes. Omaha
61 55 .526 tween the Las Vegas Blues and tne
the industry very seriously, for about cools and heals all cuts, burns
and Pueblo
GO
.411 Santa Fe Centrals, Newmier struck
4G
60 per cent of the cattle of the three
bruises. A sure cure for piles and
eint eleven men against Cable's eight,
31 89
counties now graze upon this reserve. skin diseases, DeWltt's is the only St. Joseph
und It looked like the Central's game
The cattle raised in this section are genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware
up until the fifth inning, when the An-- (
YESTERDAY'S BASE BALL.
heavily handicapped in the market by of counterfeits, they are dangerous.
iemts went to pieces. The Blues scorthe adverse conditions of poor grass, Sold by all druggists.
National League.
ed one run in the first inning, three in
lack of water and a rough, broken
R II
At New York
the fifth, five in the sixth and two in
country, and to burden the grazing
7
4
AMD
FRuiTb
rftGETABLES, New York . .
scored
the seventh. The Centrals
industry with an additional tax will FRESH EVERY DAY AT MALOY'S. Philadelphia
1
4
twice in the third and onceln the
aestroy me propenty or a consideraR H
At Pittsburg- nintn. l ne se'ore was ll to 6.
(No. 71 8G.)
ble population. If a rate of fifty
6
10
Pittsburg
cents, maximum, is ju.t in either forREPORT OF THE CONDITION
4
0
St. Louis
The game at Traction park tomorest reset ves, your petitione rs respect-fullof the
R H
At Boston
row with the Santa Fe Ceutrals will
represent that for the Gila for6
4
lie called at 3 o'clock.
Newmier and
est reserve twenty cents is a just STATE NATIONAL BANK Boston
2
8
Brooklyn
Sissler will be In the points for the
maximum.
R H
At Chicago
Ancients, and Benn and McDonald
Among those in attendance at the At Aibuquerque, in the Territory of
3
7
will do the heavy work for the
meeting were Wayne Wilson. W. H. New Mexico, at the close of business, Chicago
4
"
Cincinnati
French on first base, Kunz
Jack, Victor Culbertson. M. K. Flem- August 25th, 1905.
second: nandall, short; Neher, third;
ing, Percy Wilson, J. W. Fleming,
American League.
with Pettus, Hale and Ortiz in the
Resources.
Claude Wilson, P. M. Shelly, John M.
R H
At Cleveland
field.
2G2,8SS.98
Crain, Lee Rice, William Doyle, W. Loans and Discounts
1
6
Cleveland
Overdrafts,
secured
and
R. Pitts, J. L. Wyndham, Simeon
6 11
Chicago
The fans will notice that there Is a
10,897.44
Dr. Cunningham, T. J. Stix
unsecured
little change in the line-uof the
T. Kean, M. F. Downes, J. L. U. S. bonds to secure circuWestern League.
game. These
tomorrow's
for
Burnside, Ed Elrage, F. P. Jones, Ii.
100.000.00
H
R
lation
Moines
At
changes may be an improvement and
T. Link, S. O. Baker, George Dennis, Premiums on U. S. bonds..
5,0t!8.75
6 13
Des Moines
they may not. The result will be
E. B. Eno and V. P. Harrington.
7
Banking house, furniture
1
Omaha
watched with Interest. There are
5,367.41
H
R
and fixtures
At Pueblo
of
several weak points in the line-u4
9
Due
National
banks
from
Denver
OFFICIAL MATTERS
the Mclntoshes that might be strength6,254.13 Pueblo
0
(not reserve agents) ....
ened, even with the material at hand.
Due from State banks and
Harry Fluke, although given very litNotaries Public Appointed.
.243.20
American Association.
bankers
tle trial, has always delivered the
Milwaukee
At
Due
following
from approved reserve
The
notaries public have
goods when called upon, and Harry
36,781.35 Milwaukee
been appointed by Governor Otero: J agents
might be trained to make good on the
City
Kansas
V.
Blake,- Shiprock, San Juan Checks and other
cash
John
Initial sack.
This Is more food for
Minneapolis
At
527.10
county; Frank L. Oliver. Chamherino.
items
thought.
Minneapolis
Dona Ana county: Teodoro Romero, Notes of other National
1,230.00 St. Paul
hanks
Ranchos de Taos .Taos county; I.'do
Look Out
At Indianapolis
S. Hammell, Clayton, Union county; Fractional paper currency,
3
701.50 Indianapolis
nickels and cents
John S. Crozier, Carlsbad, Eddy eemn-ty- ;
5 Also look where you can get Cutlery
Columbus
Frank G. Bartlett, Socorro, Socor- Lawful money reserve In
that Is and will stay sharp.
bank, viz:
ro county; Frank L. Walroth,
We have the exclusive agency for
Dangerous and Uncertain.
$18,713.45
Torrance county; Jose Sanchez Specie
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and the world famed T. Hessenbruch &
le la Luz, Albuquerque, Bernalillo Legal
t e n d er
Witch Hazel Co. Cutlery and can therefore sell you
10,217.00
county.
notes
28,930.45 scalp diseases. DeWltt's Is
a certain the very jest Cutlery at prices you
Salve has no equal. It
Redemption fund with V.
cure for blind, bleeding, itching and pay for the cheap kind. Remember all
Certificate of Increase of Capital
S. treasurer (5 per cent
draw the fire these goods are guaranteed.
Stock.
(
of circulation
5,000.00 protruding piles.
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
out of a burn and heal without leaving
The Southern Pacific Railroad comscar. Boils, old sores, carbuncleg, to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
pany has fi.e-- with Territorial SecreTotal
....$463,890.31 aetc.,
$1.00
are quickly cured by the use of Razors, a very fine one, at
tary J. W. Raynolds a certificate of
1 25
the genuine DeWltt's Witch Hazel A two dollar razor for
Liabilities.
Increase of capital stock from
1 75
The
they
for
finest
made
as
no
Accept
substitute
Salve.
Capital
paid
in
stock
$100,000.00
to $160.0110,1100.
25
4 inch
Scissors,
dangerous
uncertain.
are
and
often
expreifits,
Undivided
less
Machlney comThe Troy
30
Scissors, four and a half inch...
penses ami taxes paid ..
9,7" I no Sold by all druggists.
pany,, of Troy, New York, has file-35
Scissors, five Inch
areoTher WRITING IN SIGHT Scissors, six
with J. W. Raynolds, secre tary of the National bank, notes outThere
40
inch
100,000.00
standing
TYPEWRITERS,
territory, a certified copy of amend35
Shears, seven and a half Inch..
to other
National
and Increase of Duo
But the L. C. SMITH BROS, by FAR Shears, eight and a half inch. ...
ment to the
45
1.184.75
banks
Is them all. Then It has a TAB- Very
capital stoek from $150,(ioi) to :ioo,-obest butcher knives, six
Due to State banks and
mi.
ULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attach
40
inch
15.85 ment, without extra charge.
bankers
50
Best razor straps at 25 and
Due to approved reserve
Articles of Incorporation Filed.
solicited. N. W. Alger, Glass cutters, good quality
10
agents
1.231.02 general agent, 121 South Walter St.
The following articles of incorporaAT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
subject
tion have been filed in the office of J. Individual
STORE
IT IS EASY 1u MAKE GOOD
14L253.97
to check
W. Kayindds, secretary of the terriBREAD
WITH
122 North Second Street.
CLUB
Ui iiiand
HOU9
cvrtificates of detory :
M4.473.i9 FLOUR.
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
posit
Tin' Hobbs Hardware company. The
2..'.t-5object for which this company was Certified checks
outstandincoriioia'ed Is to transact a general Cashier's
ypwyiniiwwn
425 56
ing
plumbing, heat-- I
tne: caiiii'.e, hardware-ing, steam fitting, tinning, roofing,
6
$463,890.31
Total
inaihiiicry and contracting business;
r
to l.uy, n 11, trade, xt hahge-- , pack, re- Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo ss.:
pack and Inatiut'ftct lire all such goods
W"t
, and
veai.s us may in inchleti'al to; 1, J. 11. llenidon, cashier of the
swear
solemnly
uperi
)
do
liushie-bank,
equip,
d.
above named
such
v
iti s .
n w J s
Is true to
1
ate and liiuin'i.in shop.- - and plants fori that tin- above Klatenie-n1 K f
111
knowb-dglie
f.
In
v
be
siit-lHi
ami
no
l
of
to
of
tbe
the iiiaiiMlai
g'e.s, and
J. 11. HERN DON, Cashier.
bid for ai.y and a!! bind., of contracts.
i;ui of l.iislm-- s
In
'i'nei principal
r in.it Ai'i-t- :
CANDY CATHARTIC

MATTER

MOUNTAINS

W. H. GREER, President

THE DINING

D. K. B.

EL PASO and

CAR SERVICE

SOUTHWESTERN
SYSTEM

It Is peculiai that all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, acd we can't belp it. I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited la too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

1

SELLERS, Secretary

LOW RATE
tAtURSIOlNS

....

l,

Mcln-toshe-

Pyrotechnic
Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Red Fire
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from 8 to 11 o'clock
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, AND ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

(From the California Limited
Log llooh)

i

Marching Bands
Cowboy Relay Races

El Paso Northeastern
and
Rock Island Systems
LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT
Fastest Schedules
Finest Equipment
DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

I

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

VIA

Dining: Cars all the Way

Short

For further information call or aadress
V. R. STILES,

y

G.P. A.,E. P.

& S. System, El Paso, Tei

Line East

pjQ

anrj

SOUTHWESTERN
SYSTEM

Mcln-toshe-

Hol-stei-

Two

p

-

If you ara too fat It is bscauss your food
strength.
turns to fat instead of muscle
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you eat ara not properly digested and
assimilated.

Lean, thin, stringy peopla do not haT
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
peopla have too much Pepsin and not
enough Pancreatine.

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

Wil-lar-

$128.-307.96- 0

contains all the digestive Juices that are
found in a healthy stomach, and In
exactly those proportions necessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tissue building tonio as well. Kodol cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, bour btomacn.
Heartburn, Palpitation of the He.rt and
You will like it
Constipation,

Digests

clu-ck-

N The Best Hot Weather Medicine

nn

(). N. MAI! RON,
New Mi'Mi o is at Baton, Col!a conn- I
A. DVl
ty. The capital 'ocl; shall be $.".ii,il,
aim;
i f a par
JAY A. Hl lillS,
divided into 6"u
Directors,
of $ln'i eaib, and the amount which'
Subscribed and sworn to before ma
shall be hUl.scrlbed al the eoinnii
of bilsilii ss shall be' IJ.uou. Tim tiiis 31st elay of AiiKUst, 1UU5.
V. N. McUVGIN, Notary Bublic.
iacoi poi atoi s are A. L. Hobb T. F.
i
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PREVENT ALL SUM ME.!

tsOvL IriiiUKinS

I

K.I

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October

MIk

boiil.

il KM M

kolul4
cfc M tLt

OTfclurT

(

S.0.DWIM

Co.,6ileo1P

jA

For tale by all druggists.
MERCHANT
O.

15.

Final Limit Oct. 31st

II. S. LUTZ, Agent A. T. & S. F. Ry.
rmrnxsMsaassanbiiaafi

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

What You Eat

' Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
issues and gives firm flesh.

e

,

Chicago and return, $5250, with final limit of October II, or 949.71
good for sixty days.
St. Louis and return, 144.50, with final limit of October tl, or I4S.80,
good for sixty days.
TICKETS ON SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30.
Denver and return, 125.15.
Colorado Springs and return, 122.15.
Pueblo and return, $20.16.
Glenwood Springs and return, JJ6.15, via Pueblo, or $41.15 via Denver.

.

s

e

EeS!

Dyspeptics

for Sharpers

l

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

Eoth Phones.

TAILOR

BAMBINI HAS OPENED
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST
ROAD AVENUE.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

3d and Maquette

BUSIRAIL-

I have? ojie'tic-a merchant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 2ua
West lt:tilroad avenue, and solicit tne
liatruiiagc of the general, public.
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use vu!l uot injure the cloth. Ladies'
garments also cleaned, and walking
skirts made to order. Kit guaranteed.
in
Have haj 15 ears' experience
this city. Give me a trial.

O. BAMBINI.

MEET KNIGHT 'S MIDNIGHT
SEPTEMBER 23.

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS

SUN

BASE- - BALL

Traction Park

Sunday and Monday Sept. 3 and 4
MclXTOSll

BROWNS

vs

SANTA

FE CENTRALS

Hani ball at Traction park Sun, lay and Monday. Santa Ke Centrals
HKainst the MelnmMi Huwn. tlauie will be called at 3:30.
The twi tit' st games of the season assured. Admission, C'J tents;
grand stand, free. Kids, 10 tents.

r
j

SATURDAY,

8EPT.

ALBUQUERQUE EVEKINO CITIZEN.

2, 1905.

GRESGEUS, GREATEST OF TROTTERS,

Evening Citizen Wants!
Orw

ON THE OLD

AT HOWIE

PAGE

Cenr Per Wor.l for

F.ac.h

SEVEN.

SS

Intci-Mo-

lor this column mint be in the rfllce before 3 o'clock
To Injure proper clarification
p. m. Ads phoned receive the ume careful nitcnt ion that l given toads brought lo otllce.

FARM

WANTED.
painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED Position by girl of IT. taking care of child or assist in light
Address 207'i West
housework.
Gold avenue.
tent
WANTED To buy second-hanor exchange Acorn haater for same.
!:7 North Eighth street.
WANTED Position as bookkeeper.
or general office work. Best of ref
erences. Address, O. O. Ostendorf,
520 West Copper avenue.
WANTED
Position by an experienced
Address, B.
eastern stenographer.
J., care of Citizen office.
Carpenters. Apply John
WANTED
Hart, 524 South Flret Street.
WANTED
Dining room glil, nt RobWANT til)

t:M bNv

rhree

erts' restaurant.

VV

A N T

D

EZ

Vonder why people worry this hot
weather, when they should place
their troubles with ut. W securs
as well as find positions.
WANTED.
We are (till doing business at the
same number. We want your bus!
ness and guarantee to give satisfao
tion. Give us a trial.
WE WANT AT ONCE
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 chambermaid, 2 men to take charge of
houses, 1 man to wash wagons;
teamsters, logmen, swampers, laborers, etc.
FIFTEEN
First-clascarpenters ship to California.
TWENTY
ship east.
Mexicans railroad work
s

WANTED Energetic man to solicit
insurance among shop men; life, accident and health in our policy. CoSold
llections protected by railway comEmployment
pany. Excellent opening for right The Southwestern
man. Call or address. Conservative
AGENCY
Life Insurance company, 113 Kail-roa- Phone 195 Red Upstair.
avenue.
110 South Second street.
WANTED Cent lemen'i second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First slreet.
HAY FEVER ABOLISHED
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. Medical Science Discovers a Cure for
This Malady by Breathing Hyo-me- i.
MALE HELP WANTED.
Stomach dosing cannot cure bay
WANTED Active agents for Russian-Japaneswar book; good salary; fever. A change of climate Is the
sample free. Address, Globe com- only treatment that, gives any relief,
pany, 723 Chestnut street, Phila- and Hyomel, which medicates the
delphia., Pa.
air you breathe, acts upon this prinWANTED Assistant for local brancn ciple, giving in your own home a cliotllce of manufacturing house. Sal- mate as healthy as that of the White
ary, $18 weekly. Permanent posi- Mountains or other health resorts.
tion. Address Manager, Cumo block,
The complete" Hyomel outfit costs
Chjcago, 111,
but $1, extra liottles 50 cents. J. H.
O'Rielly & Co have feen the good efFEMALE HELP,
fects following the use of Hyomel In
so many cases of hay fever that they
W A N T EI I .a d y in each locality as are willing to sell the treatment
with
assistant manager for wholesale the understanding that if it does not
house; salary 120 and expenses, give satisfaction the money will be
paid weekly: expense money ad- refunded to you.
vanced;
work pleasant: position
permanent.
Manager, 132 Lake
SANTA FE COl'NIY CASE
street, Chicago.

THE BIBLE WAGON
by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

d

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
takes pride In her bread sn4
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whlteaL sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light

d

Who

e

til BERGER
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Newspaper , Enterprise Assoeiation.
Toledo, O., Sept. 2. It has been announced that Creceus, 2:021.;, the
champion trotting FtalHon of the
world, will be sacrified on the block
at the Kaslg-Tiptosale in New
n

INDIAN

IN NEW

GIRLS
ROLE

OF DRESSMAKING

CltESCEUS

AT HOME.

FOR KENT
Sunny front room, with
Ima.il in private family; Highlands,

.

North Arno street.
FOR KENT Cottages, al! furnished
housekeeping.
for
Best climate In
New Mexico.
Daily mall to Albuquerque.
Address, J. B. Block,
Jenirz Hot Spilngs, N. M.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very desireable for party of young
men. 713 West Ccrpper.
FOR RENT Four room brick house,
between Second and Third streets,
on Tijeras avenue. Inquire ot Frank
4or.

Mm&

Portland, Ore., Sept. 2. "I wish I
had an Indian girl for my dressmaker."
'Humph! If I could sew as well as
that I'd be my own dressmaker."
The conversation quoted was held
by two young women In the United
States government building at the
Lewis and Clark exposition. In a case
at hand, the work of Indian girls in
Narding
one of the government
ehools was displayed. There Is a
show case lull of the work of the sort
done by the red people a century ago,
and several cases of examples of
their handicraft now that the government has adopted modern methods of
education for them. The contrast is
such as to convince any one of the
which the race
marvelous
has made under competent tutelage.
In the case wherein the workmanship of the Indians of Lewis and
Clark's time is shown, there is a saddle of untanned leather, with leather
stirups, which was used by the Arapahoe Indians for many years. A hand
bag, made of corn silks, some beaded
moccasins, a fish club used for killing salmon, a great unwieldy carrying
basket, a bow In a buckskin sheath
and a quiver full of arrows, all elaborately, if gaudily ornamented,
a
buckskin dress decorated with brass
and glass beads and long thongs of
buckskin, and an outfit for making
fire by friction these are some of the
things that the Indians made befoie
the white man came.
Then in striking contrasts are shown
the results of Uncle Sam's teaching
of the arts of peace. There are axe
handles and brooms, to show what the
Indian boys learn, a small wagon
made by the young red men, and several sets of harness. Shoes made by
the Indians are also shown, with several elaborately
decotated uniforms,
made by Indian tailors, inlaid woodwork and blacksmith's tools made by
the Indian lads.
The Indian girls appear to be naturally adept at sewing of all kinds,
for there are exhibited ball dresses
and srhciol dresses, and a whole case
full of center spreads and mats and
lace handkerchiefs.
The airay is so
lare and the work so uniformly well
done, that every woman who passes
through the building stops to admire

4t.

In cases near l y, the ovi ry day
school work of the boys and girls in
the Indian schools is shown. One little red man has written an fssay on
Abraham Lincoln, illustrating it with
a drawing of the log cabin in which
Abraham Lincoln was lorn.
"Well, by (ieorge! that's great," said
a former Indian tighter a !ew days
ami. "I guess we'll have to take back
some of the mean things we used to

fay aUmt those children's fathers."

GOVERNMENT
PECOS

MAY

TAKE

IRRIGATION

lOUIJL.K UOLL

"ROSE OF ANVERGNE" and a
"MYSTERIOUS

COURT

Word come- - from Carlsbad that the
of the U. S. reclamation
sen ice, who met here this week, will

engineers

recommend that the United States
take over the irrigation system of the
Improvement
Pecos it rig itioii an
company, provided
company
the
makes the right Kind of a tetult r. The
engineers and a committee of citizens
from Koswell wore taken on a drivo
through the country below Carlsbad
furmeriy irrigated but at present without irrigation water owing to a break
in the Avaiun dam, says the Koswell
Kecord:
"They drove twenty miles to Malaga

MESSAGE"

TIIURSDAV

In bis chambers at Santa Fe Thursday evening at 5:30 o'clock. Judge
John R. McFie heard arguments upon
"FERNANDA" With the following Specialties:
the motion for an allowance of an ap"IN THIS SIIAT1R OF THE OLD APPLE TREE"
Gertrude Hutcheson
peal to the territorial supreme court
"TO CALL Til EE MINE" Duet
Taylor and Hutcheson
from the judgment granting a mandaso.o
Kitty Nice
i.uvivs km a Kb.
mus directing the county commissioners of Santa Fe county to levy a tax
of 20 mill on the dollar of taxable
ZO BO BAND
property for the satisfaction of tire
nURGES
NICE
THORNS
judgment for delinquent coupons on TAYLOR
Santa Fe county bonds held- - by Bird
S. Coler and
Everton T. Chapman,
NEW MOVING PICTURES
which mandamus was granted by the
court August 22 last. The appeai was
allowed and the case will go to the
MATINEE SUNDAY
January, lion;, meeting of the territorial supreme court. The appeal acts
as a writ of supersedeas and therefore the county commissioners will
not make the levy directed by the
mandamus in the cases at issue. This
will give the count commissioners
time in their endeavor to effect a settlement with the bond and judgment
holders of the county. It will be remembered that for two years past
(INCORPORATED)
strenuous efforts have been made in
that direction and that Chairman Arthur Sellgman of the board has twice
visited New York for the purpose;
however, without success. Another
strenuous effort for a compromise will
doubtlessly be made in the near future.

The passing of the greatest performer the light harness world has
ever known conies as a surprise to
everyone intimately identified with
the sport, as welt as the yublic, which
follows the sport through thA medium
of the newspapers.
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KELLY

WHOLESALE
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GROCERS
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PELT DEALERS
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BRUNO DIECKMANN
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VIOLINIST
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ELK'S OPERA HOUSE
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PROPOSITION

A

DENVER
&

;;.

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE

-'

'Scenic Line of the World"

Fumitute

"

SYSTEM

CASINO

For never, since the horse became
man's companion, lias an animal of
more pronounced characteristics been
bofore the public than this same golden chestnut whirlwind, which made
the name of George Ketchum, his
Tiotter.
owner and breeder, famHar In every
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
corner of the civilized globe.
light housekeeping, with electric
lignts. Inquire of Mrs. H. E.' Rutherford, corner Broadway & Iron,
M 1
and back over a different route. It Is UPCII I
PFflPI
LC
same block Congregational church.
described as pitiful to behold the,n"lLLft '"LLC!
sight.
MAY LOOK A LITTLE OUT FOR RENT From one to five nicely
Once that was a beautifully j
furnished rooms for light housecultivated tract, but this season there
keeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
has been little grown except some RR,GAT,0N
IN
DEPARTMENT
acres, with four-roohouse, furalfalfa some short kafflr corn and a
OTHER PLACES REFUSING TO
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
little fru t. Next year it would be ter- URGE
PEOPLE TO SIGN UP
E. K. Norris, 524 John street.
rihle, unless the dam is restored by
THEIR LAND.1
FOR RENT One nicely furnished
that time. The committee was given
room. 214 South Walter street.
an elegant dinner under the trees of
Our Oregon exchanges are publish-th- e
RENT Two rooms in modern
Caldwell farm, served by the far- - ing the text of a letter from Chief Ea- FOR
cottage; hot water, heat, electric
rners wives. Returning they were the gineer F. H. Newell to Supervising
lights and bath. 2'i9 North Edith
guests of honor at a mass meeting Engineer J. li. Lippincott, in which
street.
and smoker at the Carlsbad club Mr. Lippincott is directed to reduce
FOR RENT Apartments
in Park
rooms at night, at which the consult- - "his surveying force on the
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
Ing engineers met and talked with pioject to a minimum, and toKlamath
use no
modern equipment throughout. H.
the people."
effort to induce the land owners whose
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
lands are to be irrigated to sign con- FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
TITLE TO
tracts for their subdivision and sale.
in city, single or ensuite, with table
A Touching Story
au essential per- tuuua
Copper.
board. 713
Is the saving from death of the baby girl
111
MIIE
IMMitK quisite to the construction of any Ir- - FOR RENT West
of Geo. A. Eyler, Cumberland, Mil. lie
large
Btore
rooms,
HIDE AND
Two
ligation works by the- - government,
"At the age of 11 months our
centrally located. Inquire 312 West wrltea:
declining
was
srirl
lo
little
Allentown, Pa., Sept. 2 YV. H. Web- - ' which will not in any case furnish
Lead avenue.
erioua thront trouble, and two physiber and W. M. Walls, of Goldfield, water to legate more than 160 acres
cians save her up. We were almost In
despair, when we reaolved to try Dr. S
Nev., are here endeavoring to obtain of lanJ for one Person, and will
FOR SALE.
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
King's New Discovery for Consumption,
heirs of the late Uenamin Hrey- - al'' require much smaller subdivision,
CoiiKhs and Colds. The flrat bottle
fogle the title to the property in Death AU l'0Ksal8 to convey water to land FOR SALE Nine hole. Home Com- relief; after taking four bottles she stive
was
fort range. Inquire at 410 South cured and Is now In perfect health."
Valley, in which is located the treas-- ! iu, Private ownership involves, a fight
Never falls to relieve and cure a eoiiRh
Edith street.
certain numoer or obstinate
ure mine of Waiter Scott. ISreyfogle " ,lu
cold. At all dealers; 60c and tL Guar11
been usual for the FOR SALE Chicken ranch with 300 or
left here in 1 Kti:t an, I hmiirht a hiure ow"ers ar"l
anteed. Trial bottle free.
officials
reclamation
to
great
make
chickens,
garden;
desiraand
fruit
Nye
In
of
land
tract
and Esmeralda
Base ball at Traetiqn park Sunday
to induce these men to make
ble location. Address A. J. M., care
counties, Nevada. In 1808 ho return- efforts
and Monday. Santa Fe Centrals vs.
Citizen office.
ed from a trip into the desert with reasonable conttacts. In the case of
FOR SALE Two fine residence lots, the Mcintosh Browns. Game will be
$20,iMi0 in gold, but died before he the Klamath project, the supervising
engineer is directed to expend no
close in. Address, P. O. Box 11, called at 3:30 o'clock.
could reveal the location of hia mine, more money
for that purpose, but to
city.
which has since been rediscovered by
4
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS7
mat worn entirely to tne people FOR SALE Saddle pony.
s
Inquire
Scotty. This property was left to his icavc
of the district.
Mr.
says
Newell
115
that
street.
South
Sixth
heirs in eastern Pennsylvania.
,
there are too many places where land FOR SALE Two snaps in real estate.
Nasal Crttarrll quickly yields to treat
Chief among these heirs is Bishop owners
only
are
too
to
3,
anxious
29,
nree-sbl-y
have
of
Block
Lot
's
is
in
liulm,
which
Hunlng's
Ely
Cream
by
tnniit
Breyfogle, of the Evangelical church their land Irrigated
to Justify the
Highland addition, $400.00. Lots 7.
sroiuat io. It is received through the
WILL' APPEAR IN CONCERT AT
of North America, who left last week government In
wasting
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and nostrils, cleanses ami beuls the whoie sur
and
on a trip around the world.
Wells money with those who hangtime
back.
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lall's face over which it diffuses itself, lmij-gibtand Webber engaged counsel to help
But the obstinacy or land owners
addition. This is one of the finest sell the 50c. size; Trial tw.e by liiu.l, IU
them get their heirs together and is tiot the only or the most
important
building sites in that part of the cents. Tebt it and you ure sure to continue
make an agreement of purchase.
point raised by Mr. Newell. He says,
city, and if sold quick can be had the treatment.
They figure if they get the title presumably, by the direction
Announcement.
M. P. STAMM.
for $800.00.
they can either keep Scotty from the retary Hitchcock, that the of SecTo accommodate tbiwe who are partial
future of
property or get him, upon promise of national irrigation depends wholly
on
to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
sharing, to reveal the location of his the success or failure of the projects
LOST.
Into the iiaKal j asMigcs for catarrhal trou-ble-t,
mine. They say that there are so first completed. If these lands are LOSTi STRAYED OR STOLEN
the propri. tors prepare Cream Balm In
A
many prospectors after it that it will pronitply settled with successful farmmare, white face, liquid form, which will be known as Ely's
roan
strawberry
soon be rediscovered.
ers, who make their payments as
four white feet, mane clipped short, Liquid C'rtuiu Balm. 1'iiio including the
agreed, there will be no trouble in getpraying tule is 7.1 cents. Drcggists or by
long tall; $20 ieward and no quesSUPREME COURT ADJOURNS
ting all the money required for irritions asked, if returned to J. W. tuail. The liquid form embodies the meA
gation development, while if the lands
McQuade, 234 North Walter street. Iciual preptrti'. t of the Kulid j,rupuii4iou.
UNTIL JANUARY SECOND are not taken up, or if
settlers are unable to make payments, such developThe territorial supreme court con- ment may be arrested for a long time.
vened yesterday morning with Judge Mr. Newell states that the first atFrank W. Parker presiding. Associate tempts to work irrigated land will be
Your land, worth 2 an acre, Is, by
and involve many failures. UnJustices John H. McFie. W. II. Pope, crude,
use of one of our Irrigation plants,
tbe
profitable
crops
are
likely to be raised,
Edward A. Mann and Ira A. Abbott
made worth $100 per acre. Write us
irrigation
to
be
and
unskillful. Buildon the bench, Clerk Jose D. Sena at
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
ing canals in advance of the demand
tne desk and Attorney General Geo. for
Pumping Machinery," and tell about
irrigated
lands
wrecked most of
W. Prichard in attendance.
The fol- the
your requirement. We can help you.
organized
th?!
districts
under
lowing opinions were handed down:
Wright a t. The man who runs in
The Atlas Assurance company, and debt
$25
$:jn
for
at
land
to
an acre,
either othe r companies, plaintiffs in
be a capable and thrifty man to
ermr, vs. Santa IV Mercantile com- must
win
out,
any
in
and
case there must
pany, drfendav.t in error, cases Noh. be
The Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
a marktt for the products of In107, n'.s. I'.v.i.
!u;i. r,2. !;:!, w,
culture.
In
t.iise
'."i. The judgment of the lower court Klamath project, the case of the:
the distance from1
was affirmed. 'I his judgment was that any
1621-163- 9
is a special reason iorj
Seventeenth Street, DENVER, COLORADO
the insurance companies weie liable delay railroad
until railioads are built, but iu
for the amounts of policies issutd to any case there
be an immediate'
must
the Santa Ke Mercantile company.
demand for
based on an as-- i
Shortest and quickest Una from
James M. Cunningham, trustee, et s u red markettheforland,
the products of land
al, plaintiff In error, vs. diaries Sprin-er- . to justify the large
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Coloxpenditures
inet ai., defendants in error, case volve
in f ho construction of these!
rado Springs, and all Colorado points.
No. 1,021. The Jndrment of the lower great works. San
Francisco
Chrorii-- i
Connection
at Denvsr and Pueblo with
was
court
affirmed, but it is under- cle.
all lines east and west Time-a- s
quick
stood that the case will be appealed
to the supreme court of the Unite.
and rates ss low as by other llnea.
Public Is Aroused.
States. A. A. Jones, one of the defendTh public Is aroiinmd to a knowledge
ants in error, claimed a fee of $7S.0hh of the curative merits of that great nn-- iDININQ
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
tin, iv.
k:il
Hitters, fur sink uti.m- for legal services, while the plaintiff
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
liver
kidneys.
and
Mary
aih.
H.
Walin error on'y admit, a fee to A. A. ters of .'.18 61.
and
flair avenue, Columbus.
CARS.
Jones of $ mi, on contract. The lower Ohio, writes: "For several months 1 was
up
dlu.
Klveii
to
I
ague,
had
fever
and
court held for Springer and this is my nerves were
wiecke.l;
could n !
On all through trains. No tiresome
now atllrmed by the supreme court.
sleep, and my
was so wenk
ton.h
In the afternoon the court granted from useless doctors'
delays at any station.
drops that I could
to tafc.
K. L. Itaca. appelant, thirty days in not ft. Soon
ftr heKinnliig
1 obtained
Kleetiln
Fitters
relief,
In
and
which to file new transcripts in the a short time 1 whs entirely cored." r;uar-antmatter
For Illustrated advertising
case of Florence T. Johnson vs. K. L.
Will not lump up.
J at all drug stores. I'rlce 10.
or Information, address or apply ta
o
ISaca.
Disappearance.
Peculiar
Iron Beds, Steves
The court then adjourned until JanEverything
Art Squares, etc.
J. D. Kunyan, of Hutlervllle, Ohio, l.tld
uary 2, l'.eitl.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. Sc T. A., Denver, Colo.
th peculiar disappearance of his pain- AGENT CHARTER CAK STEEL RANGES
Needed About the House,
ful symptoms of Indigestion and blllloos-nenOn your way how haturday night,
to Pr. King's New Life Mils. He
A- - S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
They are a perfect remedy for
drop Into the Zeiger Cafe, have a cold says:
CO., UP GOLD AVENUE
BORRADAILE
sour stomach, headache, eon.
bottle, some of our free lunch, and go dizilncas.
,
stlpatlon. etc". Guaranteed, at a,U
home happy.
frtce, 2tc.
York.

j

SISTERS ENVY
THEIR WHITE
THEM THE DEFT USE OF THE
NEEDLE AND THREAD.

GOES TO SUPREMt

FOR RENT.

:

West Copper Av

EMPheSS

I

T.i

'

i

monoiwt

Crockery

1

e.

and!-Ranges-

s.

drug-gluts-

d
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CITIZEN.

ALUUOUEKOUi: KVKXING

PAGE EIGHT.

rived at Cll;i' last evening, from the
1lls fftthr, Rev.
west, he t.v'C
William D. ci:i :n. not to expect him,
as he would " ,: r,,mu until tonight.
This m"ii: i.u t'"' sheep and wool
Garcia
commission oniony ot &
M. B. and A. T.
& Co., sol.l
The sheep are
Atkinson, 1.'"
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
wl" I'P driven
In fine rnn.l!il"ii.
Partly cloudy and cooler tonight and across th r"mtrv to the Atkinson
Sunday, with local showers.
ranges ne.u
Last nli'.iii. )"" '' Hubbel and
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
bright sons
I'"'
John A II
of Hon. Fri'.k A. Hubbell. left for
No 1, from the east,7:3fl p. m.
!;" will attend the
Roswell, !'!
No. 7, from the east, 11:30 p. m.
No. 8, from the west, 6:45 p. m.
territorial r i.'.n v school. Other Albuquerque liov-- will tru to Roswell afNo. 2, from the west, 7:55 a. m.
a'30 enter the
ter the fa!-- . ''"I
HIS BASE INGRATITUDE.
military ii:iiiiii'
I causht a big mosquito back twenty
Mrs A M. Mercere and children,
years or so;
li" liave ,,en recreof Santa F'
I carved the (late upon his shell, ating
W. H. Andrews'
Senator
at
and thon I 1ft hlra go.
Sierra county, passed
in
ranch
Last niKlit he came to see me, while I through
morning
tnls
'
was sleeping here,
en route ln" i. Senator Andrews has
And in his !ase Ingratitude, he bit one of t!.'- t:n"t
country places in
me on the ear.
Puck.
His large ranch house
the suiitliu'-- !.
billiard tables and
Armijo Is enjoying a visit is siippli-- 1 withmeans
Mrs.
of convenience
from her son, Cieorge W. Armijo, of every moJ' in
Stanand pleasure, and tally-hos- .
Santa Fe.
hopes an line saddle horses fill a
and well equipped stable.
Ahram Alieyta,
treasurer of Socorro county, is In the
The four bunks or this city and the
city on business.
nthni.
int it nt Inns will rinse
Is
Hon. C. I.. Kurtz, of Ohio,
at the Jail day Mwnhiy, September 4 Labor
Alvara-doaccompanied by a party of Day. Th" j MMolnce will observe me
Columbus, Ohio, people.
usual Sunday hours, while a majority
A. J. Loomis, deputy Internal rev- of the Btei-'will take a half holiday.
enue collector of New Mexico, is In A few of 'lie stoics will observe Lathe city on official business.
bor Day by dosing all day. Tde Citi.1. II. Flucken
writes to The Citi zen, as usual, will publish a paper on
zen that lie has oft Gallup and will that day, anil will Issue In the afternoon one fif the best papers ever pubbe moving about in the future.
Mrs. M. C. Turner will leave on No, lished In tbe southwest.
The Al'iiiipieiqiie Commercial col2 tomorrow morning for Denver, Colo.,
where she will visit for a few weeks. lege anni inces in this Issue of The
management of that
H. n. Hening. city editor of the Citizen t! at the
educational enterprise has
Morning Journal, returned
from a important
' major part of the
public
pleasure trip to California, accom- leased 111building,
library
which will not only
panied iy Mrs. Hening.
give them ample room for the accomSuperintendent M. O. Chadbourne, modation ot 15u pupils, while placing
of the Albuquerque Traction company, Within eay reach the treasures of the
will leave this evening on a pleasure public library, but it will enable the
trip to Colorado Springs and Denver. management to furnish a gymnasium,
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Fox of South to be open to pupils and citizens
Thi:d street, will go to Santa Fe to- alike. Prof Sioll, secietary to the facmorrow morning to place their grand- ulty, will present to the library a
son, William Learned,
in the St. well selected cabinet of mineral specMichael's college.
imens, classified and labeled, which no
W. A.' Bayer, private secretary to doubh will form the nucleus for a
Senator W. H. Andrews, was a passen- large and valuable collection.
ger for Santa Fe this morning. Mr.
SCHOOL
BOOKS.
WATCH FOR
Bayer expects to be absent from the
NEWCOMER'S INDUCEMENT.
city about a week.
Hon. Solonjon Luna, the big sheep
WHO ARE THE KNiGHTST
raiser of central New Mexico, came
Come In and see us and be conin from his home at Los Lunas this
morning. He is here today hobnob- vinced that Zelger's Cafe Is the place
to get a cold bottle and free Saturday
bing with the local politicians.
Mrs.
Edward Johnson, Mrs. Etta night lunch.
o
Allison, Miss Cameron and Harry D.
"Dtlp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
Johnson, will leave for Denver this better cook with safe gas.
evening. The New Mexico department
headquarters in Denver will be at the
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
Plaza hotel.
SEPTEMBER 23.
Mrs. A. Cushman, mother of Chas.
Cnshmnn, of E. L. Vahburn & Co., The territorial fair Is cfmin';
You'll see who keeps things rollin'
left this morning for her home at
then;
Council Grove, Kan., after a visit of
three months duration in the city with All haul in. sprlnklln' will be done
By the Albuquerque Transfer men,
her son.
Hon. Jesus Romero, the probate
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Judge of this county, announces tntu
Fresh Cut Flowers.
owing to Labor Day there will be no
court on Monday, September 4, but
l
Roast imb with mint sauce, roast
court will open promptly at 10 o'clock
pork with apple cause, cream pie, at
Tuesday morning.
the Columbus for Sunday dinner. 25
James R. Spencer, representing the cents.
Intermountain Circulation and Publicity company, is in the city, and was
Cattle and Ranches.
a pleasant caller at the Citizen this
Some choice stock cattle. A fine
morning. Mr. Spencer will remain a ranch. A snap in mining property. Adfew days in the city.
dress C, H. Kirkpatrick, Mogollon, N.
M.
Mrs. J. E. I.earnard, mother of Alderman George P. Learnard, and Mrs.
Dinner at the Columbus hotel toA. C. Burtless, wife of Fire
t
Chief morrow:
lamb, mint sauce;
Burt less, have returned from Toledo, roas'. pork and apple sauce and vanilOhio, where they visited relatives and la ice ceam.
friends the past few months.
Notice.
Dan Scruggs, representing the MuOn
after the 1st of September
tual Life Insurance company of New I will and
he located at my new mill at
York, has been doing the Pecos Valley No.
First street, and
country for the past six weeks. He will operate South
under the name of the
sends word to Mrs. Scruggs that he Superior Lumber and
Planing
Mill
will return to Albuquerque about Sep- Co., where all orders will be promptly
tember 7th.
filled, and I will be pleased to meet
J. C. Taylor, of the Wade Musical all of mv old customers.
company, has kindly consented
to
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
sing a solo at the Labor Day religious
COMPANY.
services In the opera house tomor
By G. E. GUSTAFSON.
row.
His rich, tenor voice will be
heard to advantage in that inspiring
Tinner fit the Columbus hotel toreligious song, "The Palms."
morrow
Roast lamb, mint sauce;
Mrs. A. L. Mahaffey has returned roast perk and apple sauce ni.d vanilto her duties as matron at the Albu- la ice cream.
querque Indian school, after a month's
. ...... ........
visit in the city with Mrs. E. C. Whit-ou. Mrs. Whitson entertained a few
C
friends on Wednesday evening and
Mrs. Mahaffey was the guest of
The only Short Order Lunch A
honor.
Room in the City. Fine Coffee
aSpecalty. 2 6 SeCOnd
On account of Labor Day, Monday,
S.
St.
September 4, the barber shops of the
city will close all day. All barbers
are requested to attend the parade,
and meet at the Elks' opera house at
9 o'clock a. m.
By order of Local No.
Bui. J. B. I. or A. P. Q. Sanchez, secretary.
Dr. Edmund M. Clayton, wife and
children, from Gallup, N. M., will be
in town tonight to stay a while. The
doctor thinks be will leave Gallup for
good. He 6hould have been here last
night, but Just before the train ar- -
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They are good, honest, all solid leather Shoe, with plenty of style
nd good fitters. They are made In factories where every condition
Is perfect to produce them In large
quantities at common sense
prices.
Our idea is to give you the best values for your money and to
please you. We want to get your trade and we want to keep It. We
are ever ready to show our goods and to quote prices.

'''

i'--

,

Girls' Shoes
to

8i

11'2 to 2, $1.25 to $1.85.
22 to 6, $1.75 to $2.25.

8, 85c to $125.
to 11, $1 to $1.50.

Boys' Shoes
5

8'

2

132 to

to 8. 85c to $1.25.
to 13, 90c to $1.65.

22

mmm

2, $1.10 to $2.
to 6J2, $1.50 to $2.25.

DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
Are those mat have stood the test
of prarltfRl rxperlonne. In this respect the grocerifco we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that is at all questionable la
quality can And a place In our store.
Patron favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
best In flavor and the best In
furn-lnshln-

F. F. TROTTER
Not.

pgr.

'

118

and

120

South 8econd St.

Finish oft Fall

House Cleaning

with a coat of Heath & Mllllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wlil find it most satisfactory, Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.

First Street and Marquette

Office of Ostermoor & Co., New York, Aug. 22, 1905.
O. W. Strong's Sons, Albuquerque, N. M.
Geutlemen We acknowledse with thanks, your favor of the 17th,
ordering fifty "Ostermoor' mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries
with It exclusive sale for your city.

The twenty mattresses ordered previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not Include this twenty In
your order for the flity. We trust this will be satisfactory to you, as
It means that we must refuse to snip any other ordeis from Albuquerque.
We Bhall proceed with the work on the fifty at the earliest moment,
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very truly yours,
OSTERMOOrt
CO.

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS

Furniture

Installment

Crockery, Rugs
Tapestry

A

Specialty

.

AN ECONOMY

any
arc
and
our

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

amy
B0irV'

FT W

Imm

Urn MIL M

Leading

Jeweler,

railroad avenue

Boy's New Fall Suits

one third that
of any other high grade bak
ing powder.

The price

13

j

.

.

splc, span fresh line, of new all wool suits In fancy casslmeres
nd cheviots, In many different fall shapes have just
arrived and
been placed on sale at from
A

25 Qunce$for25 cents
0AVQ THQ COUPONS.

$32

,

V. S. Miera, a well known citizen
of Sandoval county. Is here today
from Cuba, watching the "political
upheaval," or, In other words, the proceedings following the removal of certain officials of this county.
Meet me at the White Elephant Saturday night and get In on the good
cold beer and the free lunch.

WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
AND PALATE.
OUT
LOOK
FOR
FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME TOKAY GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND

$6-o-

Each

o

Special Knee

Special Mother's Friend

PANTS
A

UNSURPASSABLE.
GREEN LABEL ON ALL
W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
A. J. MALOY.
On your way home Saturday night,
drop Into the White Elephant, have a
cool bottle, some of our free lunch,
and go home happy.
Base ball at Traction park Sunday
and Monday.
Santa Fe Centrals vs.
the Mcintosh Browns. Game will be
,
3:30
called at
o'clock.

to

Every garment to meet your highest expectation of superior serv- -

50c
A

WAISTS

counter heaping over with the
75 cent quality at

BEAUTY

Any waist In the house,

j9

wnite8 wort"

Each

P

exclud-regula-

50c

complete new line of Boys' Hats, Shoes and Caps, now on sale

z

SIMON STERN

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sampl9 Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST
Z

r WHITNEY COMPANVH
South Fird Street

J 40M03 North

First Shvtt

601-60-

1

MERCHANTS

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

free-burnin- g

...

....Matteucci.
Dealer In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
IM
PORTED GOODS A 8PECIALTY.

C

John S. Beaven

El

Call at No. 624 West TIJeras Ro
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276,

Both phones.

X. POST & CO.
E.WIIOLiEsSALK
AND RETAIL

HARDWARE

Our
Black Cat stockings for
boys and girls will outwear any other
brand at the same price. They fit
well and are perfectly fast black. Give
them a trial. You will he pleased. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

P. Lommori..,

The Clarkvllle coal we sell princiFather of His Country,
oas a reputation second to none, aud
you know, If you've tried It, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qualfrom Impurities. Its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-Unpally, like she

HARDWARE

FEW LEADERS IN OUR LINE

A

STUDEBAKERS'
TEAD THE WORLD. More Studebaker
Wagons used today than any other (3)

three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.
TYTE WANT to talk shirts

to ycu.

r

to 90 cents

PLUMBING

Pi

Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamonds to you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooche,SolitaIre Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

Send your boy back to his studies In new clothes. Helps out a
lot.
Dives a tense of "aomethina doing," quite different from
the "go
s you please" vacation feeling. We are already, too.

13

Ri.-as-

1

DIAMONDS

2, 1905.

Most Time for the School
Bells to Ring Once More

Baking Powder

''

Our School Shoes
Are Reliable

5

SATURDAY, SEPT.

We have received
a full and complete assortment of R. L, McDonald
& Co.'t crlebraUd shirts. They are sewed with linen
thread with d mble felled seams, shaped shoulders, full cut
in every particular. We want to show you what a strong
durable shirt we can sell you for 50 cents.
We have others at 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and up to $3 00.
Call and itt the best line on the market.
Yours truly,
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Chop! Chop! Chop!
get down the
and knife and prepare
'
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Gem Food Choppe r and do it
better with but little labor. - The
Gem chops all kinds of food in
Coarse, medium or finp nifre? as de- Useful in the preparation of substantiate and
Sired.
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.
Tiresome,
chopping

E.

Isn't it, to

bowl

7Q
J. TOST
llbuquerque.

CO.,

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.

MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
rUO.Ml'T DF.LIVKrtY OX KVKKV 1'lMiCllASK

215 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

